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Abstract
The evolution of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) has given rise to an emergent class of
CPSs defined by ad-hoc wireless connectivity, mobility, and resource constraints in computation,
memory, communications, and battery power. These systems are expected to fulfill essential roles
in critical infrastructure sectors. Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network (VANET) and a swarm of Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAV swarm) are examples of such systems. The significant utility of these systems,
coupled with their economic viability, is a crucial indicator of their anticipated growth in the future.
Typically, the tasks assigned to these systems have strict Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements
and require sensing, perception, and analysis of a substantial amount of data. To fulfill these QoS
requirements, the system requires network connectivity, data dissemination, and data analysis methods that can operate well within a system’s limitations. Traditional Internet protocols and methods
for network connectivity and data dissemination are typically designed for well-engineering cyber
systems and do not comprehensively support this new breed of emerging systems. The imminent
growth of these CPSs presents an opportunity to develop broadly applicable methods that can meet
the stated system requirements for a diverse range of systems and integrate these systems with the
Internet. These methods could potentially be standardized to achieve interoperability among various
systems of the future.
This work presents a solution that can fulfill the communication and data dissemination
requirements of a broad class of emergent CPSs. The two main contributions of this work are the
Application System (APPSYS) system abstraction, and a complementary communications framework called the Software-Defined NAmed-data enabled Publish-Subscribe (SNAP) communication
framework. An APPSYS is a new breed of Internet application representing the mobile and resourceconstrained CPSs supporting data-intensive and QoS-sensitive safety-critical tasks, referred to as
the APPSYS’s mission. The functioning of the APPSYS is closely aligned with the needs of the
ii

mission. The standard APPSYS architecture is distributed and partitions the system into multiple clusters where each cluster is a hierarchical sub-network. The SNAP communication framework within the APPSYS utilized principles of Information-Centric Networking (ICN) through the
publish-subscribe communication paradigm. It further extends the role of brokers within the publishsubscribe paradigm to create a distributed software-defined control plane. The SNAP framework
leverages the APPSYS design characteristics to provide flexible and robust communication and dynamic and distributed control-plane decision-making that successfully allows the APPSYS to meet
the communication requirements of data-oriented and QoS-sensitive missions. In this work, we
present the design, implementation, and performance evaluation of an APPSYS through an exemplar UAV swarm APPSYS. We evaluate the benefits offered by the APPSYS design and the SNAP
communication framework in meeting the dynamically changed requirements of a data-intensive
and QoS-sensitive Coordinated Search and Tracking (CSAT) mission operating in a UAV swarm
APPSYS on the battlefield. Results from the performance evaluation demonstrate that the UAV
swarm APPSYS successfully monitors and mitigates network impairment impacting a mission’s QoS
to support the mission’s QoS requirements.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The Internet is going through radical changes. Examples include the requirement for low
latency networking, the integration of advanced wireless technology, and the continued integration of
evolving forms of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). The needs of emergent CPSs, such as connecting
resource-constrained devices operating under diverse environmental conditions and incorporating
data-oriented network communication with low latency using available Internet protocols, are primary motivators for these changes. Changes in the Internet are more particularly motivated by
a class of intelligent, reliable, and communications-oriented CPSs that support society’s critical
infrastructure sectors. These systems are characterized by a distributed group of mobile nodes,
resource-constrained in computation, memory, communications, and battery power, and likely to
support shared tasks cooperatively. Tasks assigned to these CPSs vary in complexity and may require the exchange of substantial amounts of data and distributed and cooperative operations among
nodes in the CPS. Further, these tasks are likely to be safety-critical with strict Quality-of-Service
(QoS) requirements.
Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) and groups of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
called UAV swarms are examples of such systems. In recent literature, VANETs and UAV swarms
have been utilized within numerous critical infrastructural sectors, including transportation, national
security, agriculture, and telecommunication. VANETs augment transportation infrastructure by incorporating a range of driver assistance and road safety missions such as Cooperative Adaptive Cruise
Control (CACC) and Lane Change Assistance [54]. UAV swarms comprising nodes with multi-access
edge computing (MEC) facilities are used to extend 5G cellular telecommunication coverage, pro1

vide emergency back-haul communication links, and enable low-latency edge-computing [40, 47].
UAV swarms equipped with suitable video-sensing capabilities are used for surveying agricultural
land and conducting high-precision crop monitoring [51]. On the battlefield, VANETs comprising semi-autonomous vehicles are used for efficient routing of military logistical vehicles, and UAV
swarms are used for tactical missions such as reconnaissance, surveillance, and target searching and
tracking [37, 84].
The introduction of low-cost Internet-of-Things kits [1], Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
or drones [4], and embedded platforms [15] further creates nurturing economic conditions that contribute to the increasing demand and corresponding growth of these systems. A recent Gartner study
estimates that the spending of governments worldwide on Internet-of-Things endpoints spending was
$17.5 billion in 2021. This number is forecasted to increase by 22% in 2022 [14]. There are also
parallel developments in domains like Machine Learning and Edge and Cloud computing that aim
to improve the ability of resource-constrained systems to leverage on-board and network-wide computational resources [18, 17]. Together, these factors can enhance the CPSs’ capability to support
complex tasks and increase their overall utility. On the other hand, the current lack of suitable
Internet protocols for supporting the network connectivity and communication necessary for these
CPSs limits the usability and growth of these systems. While the current Internet has evolved to be
quite efficient for traditional flow-oriented applications, the standards-based Internet protocols and
methods are not designed to comprehensively support CPSs with resource constraints, intermittent
connectivity arising from mobility, and limited access to reliable back-end infrastructure depending on the CPS’s environmental and operating conditions. For example, WiFi does not sufficiently
accommodate the extreme requirements of fleets of short-range UAVs.
The present work is motivated by the factors that limit the growth of current and emergent
communication-oriented CPSs. The central research objective of this work is to provide a solution
that can meet the communication and data dissemination requirements of communication-oriented
CPSs supporting QoS-dependent safety-critical tasks in critical infrastructure domains. The primary
contributions of this work are the introduction of a system abstraction called the Application System
(APPSYS) and a complementary communications framework called the Software-Defined NAmeddata enabled Publish-subscribe (SNAP) framework that supports communication in the APPSYS.
An APPSYS is a new breed of Internet applications that represents an emergent generation of
mobile and safety-critical CPSs that are being utilized by critical infrastructure sectors. It is not a
2

standard application of the Internet but a system comprising hardware and software tightly coupled
to a specified objective, referred to as the APPSYS’s mission. It differs from current Internet
applications primarily due to its ad-hoc nature and ’out in the wild’ operations. An APPSYS
forms in an ad-hoc manner and dynamically establishes its own communications and computation
environment to provide a distributed CPS that carries out a specific mission. Nodes in an APPSYS
may have a varied range of integrated sensing, computation, control, networking, and mobility
capabilities. However, most nodes are expected to be constrained with respect to these capabilities.
The general APPSYS architecture is distributed and partitions available nodes into multiple nonoverlapping clusters capable of inter-cluster communication through selected nodes. Nodes in each
cluster further form hierarchical sub-networks with the aforementioned selected nodes at the toplevel.
An APPSYS is expected to support autonomous or semi-autonomous missions involving
distributed and coordinated operations, node and system mobility, and varying degrees of access
to backend infrastructure. For example, a UAV swarm APPSYS on a remote battlefield may not
have access to reliable backend infrastructure and require fully autonomous operations. This type of
mission maps to an growing class of data-oriented and compute-intensive applications that emergent
CPSs are required to support [87]. A mission conducted by an APPSYS usually entails data sensing,
perception, and analysis conducted in a distributed manner to accommodate resource constraints.
Further, the mission is expected to be safety-critical with strict Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements such as strict reliability or latency bounds on mission-related data exchanges between nodes.
APPSYS characteristics like node mobility which may cause intermittent connectivity, link outages,
and network disruptions present challenges to meeting the mission QoS. Therefore, the success on
the mission relies on two critical factors: robust and adaptable communication methods that can
operate well within the confines of an APPSYS’s limitations; and, underlying system-level support
for effective dissemination of substantial amount of mission data subject to the system state, mission
state, and the mission’s QoS requirements. In this work, we use the term data services to refer to
the system-level data handling measures such as management of the mission’s message transmission
rate and aggregating mission messages to reduce system traffic.
The APPSYS utilizes the proposed Software-Defined NAmed-data enabled Publish-subscribe
(SNAP) communication framework to provide flexible communication that can serve a mission’s QoS
requirements in an APPSYS. The primary enabling technologies that the SNAP framework uti3

lizes are Information-Centric Networking (ICN) and software-defined management of the APPSYS’s
nodes’ control planes. ICN can offer named-data based resilient communication in ad-hoc networks facing intermittent network connectivity issues [21]. The ICN implementation in the SNAP
framework uses a named-data based publish-subscribe communication paradigm. Communication
is carried out through software brokers provisioned at each node. However, nodes at the top-level
of each cluster’s hierarchy carry specialized brokers with higher capabilities. The SNAP framework
organizes top-level brokers from all clusters into a communication overlay that inter-connects the
various APPSYS clusters. Thus, each cluster has a hierarchical distributed control plane. The communication overlay utilized rich multi-path mesh connectivity for robust and efficient forwarding of
mission-related data.
Further, the SNAP framework extends the traditional ICN broker capabilities by separating
the broker’s control and forwarding plane and utilizing software-defined management of the broker’s
control plane. Brokers include abstractions allowing them to interact with the mission software and
the underlying system. Therefore, the brokers are aware of the mission’s critical QoS requirements
and whether these requirements are being met at any given point during the mission. By coupling
mission-related awareness with an understanding of the underlying system conditions, brokers dynamically determine control-plane decisions for mission-related data handling and forwarding. These
decisions include connectivity decisions such as choosing the most suitable communication backhaul
for a specific mission’s requirements at any given point, data dissemination decisions such as critical path selection, and data-handling decisions such as merging or aggregating mission data at the
top-level brokers within a cluster before forwarding. The SNAP framework also extends brokers
to implement buffers for local data caching as a disruption-tolerant measure in the event of link
outages. Overall, the SNAP framework allows the APPSYS to flexibly and strategically manage the
mission’s communication and data dissemination requirements in response to dynamically changing
mission requirements and underlying system conditions.
Reinterpreting emergent CPSs like UAV swarms and VANETs as APPSYSs enables these
resource-constrained systems to be able to successfully meet the dynamic demands of a wide range of
data-intensive and QoS-sensitive missions. Additionally, the adherence of diverse CPSs to a common
underlying architecture and communication framework provides numerous benefits. First, a common
design can be extended to support interoperability among multiple APPSYSs that may need to
cooperate in a joint mission—for example, utilizing UAV swarms to guide a rescue-service VANET
4

along available routes in a disaster mismanagement scenario [66]. Support for interoperability is a
critical factor in the future evolution and management of CPSs. Second, a common APPSYS design
can encourage the development of standardized solutions that can be beneficially applied to different
systems. In recent works, there are numerous solutions to common CPS concerns like improving
system connectivity or meeting the QoS requirements relevant to a specific task. These solutions
leverage elements like adopting advanced wireless access methods, utilizing upcoming technologies
like Software-Defined Networking (SDN) or Information-Centric Networking (ICN) or extending
existing protocols to meet a newer set of requirements. While these elements apply to a wide range
of CPSs, these solutions are typically tied to one specific CPS and can not be directly applied to
other CPSs.
In this work, we illustrate the APPSYS concept through the exemplar CPS of a UAV swarm.
A UAV swarm serves important roles in many critical domains, especially on the battlefield, where
it can conduct reconnaissance, surveillance, and target search and tracking missions. The missions
supported by a UAV swarm are safety-critical, data-intensive, and QoS-sensitive. Therefore, the
UAV swarm serves as an excellent candidate to explore the benefits offered by the APPSYS design
and the SNAP communication framework. We specifically utilize a use-case of a UAV swarm APPSYS conducting a Coordinated Search and Tracking (CSAT) mission on the battlefield to illustrate
the concepts presented in this work. A CSAT mission utilizes the integrated sensing and compute
capabilities of participating UAVs within a UAV swarm to locate evasive targets of interest in the
desired area [81].
We also present a performance-evaluation study that evaluates the ability of a UAV swarm
APPSYS utilizing the SNAP framework to support a data-intensive and QoS-sensitive CSAT mission, especially during network and system conditions that cause severe performance degradation
and traditional communication methods.

Examples of traditional communication methods in-

clude UDP-based unicast, broadcast, and common implementations of the publish-subscribe groupcommunication method. Our prior performance-evaluation in UAV swarms and VANETs using these
communication methods demonstrates that the performance of data-intensive operations degrades
significantly as aggregate traffic loads lead to high utilization of system resources. The lack of suitable network impairment detection and mitigation measures further exacerbates the performance
impact. In comparison, the distributed control plane in the UAV swarm APPSYS is expected to
monitor and mitigate network impairment conditions to support a mission’s QoS requirements. The
5

study is conducted using a hardware testbed representing a heterogeneous and resource-constrained
UAV swarm APPSYS. We implement relevant components of the SNAP communication framework,
i.e., named-data forwarding and extensions that support control plane decision-making to support
communication in the testbed. Further, we develop a form of the CSAT mission through which this
study is conducted. Results from our evaluate demonstrate that control plane decision-making and
data services effectively mitigate conditions causing network impairment to succesfully support a
mission’s QoS requirements. Overall, the research contributions of the present work include:
1. Study and characterization of existing CPSs to develop the initial APPSYS architecture and
system model that can facilitate the development of future APPSYSs.
2. Design and implementation of the SNAP framework and a critical set of mission-related data
services that can be utilized to meet the QoS requirements of a data-intensive and QoS-sensitive
mission being conducted in a resource-constrained and mobile UAV swarm APPSYS.
3. Design and implementation of a distributed CSAT mission that can be integrated with the
APPSYS architecture. The CSAT mission application software is utilized for the performance
evaluation study.
4. A performance evaluation study which illustrates the benefits of the APPSYS architecture and
the SNAP framework in meeting the QoS requirements of the CSAT mission in a UAV swarm
APPSYS.

1.1

Organization

• Chapter 2 summarizes the prevalent system design models and emergent network and communication methods being utilized by two well-known CPSs, UAV swarms and VANETs. The
APPSYS architecture and the SNAP communication framework derive functional elements
from some of the studied works. We also provide overviews of the enabling technologies that
are directly or indirectly applied within the SNAP communication framework.
• Chapter 3 presents the APPSYS architecture through the example of a UAV swarm APPSYS.
In this chapter, we also present results from our previous performance evaluation studies within
VANETs and UAV swarms that demonstrate the performance issues faced by these systems
6

with standard communication methods. The lessons from prior studies guide elements of the
APPSYS design and the SNAP communication framework.
• Chapter 4 presents the SNAP communication framework and discusses how name-based forwarding and the distributed control plane are utilized within this framework. We also discuss
the current implementation of the SNAP framework that is used for the performance evaluation
in Chapter 5.
• Chapter 5 presents the performance evaluation study conducted as part of this work. The
design and implementation of the CSAT mission application software used in the present work
is discussed in this chapter.
• Chapter 6 summarizes this work’s contributions and discusses the scope of future work.

7

Chapter 2

Background & Related Work
To characterize an APPSYS and develop an initial APPSYS architecture, we closely reviewed the current state of development of two well-known CPSs, UAV swarms and VANETs, that
are currently the focus of numerous ongoing research efforts. This chapter summarizes the prevalent
system design models and emergent network and communication methods being utilized in these
systems. The APPSYS architecture and the SNAP communication framework derive functional
elements from some of the studied works. While the conclusions drawn in this chapter are primarily
derived from these two systems, they apply to a comprehensive set of mobile and resource-constrained
APPSYSs. For example, these conclusions can broadly be applied to mobile healthcare systems comprising wearable devices, smartphones, and health monitors offering preventive or assistive care, and
CPSs that leverage users’ cellular devices for crowdsensing [42, 45]

2.1

System Characteristics
The primary components of a mobile CPS are one or more groups of mobile wireless nodes,

called clusters. The system typically connects to backend infrastructure, which may be located
in the cloud, edge, or a physical data center. This backend could be dedicated to either a single
CPS, e.g., dedicated Road-Side Units (RSU) utilized in VANETs, or serve multiple CPSs through
servers hosted in the cloud or on-premise in a data center. The backend can be considered the
computational and storage extension of the system. The system may offload intensive computations
or store historical data relevant to the application at the backend. The system’s interaction with the
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backend may vary with respect to the autonomy requirements of the applications being supported.
Challenges in supporting the future requirements of mobile CPSs arise in part due to their
limiting network and system characteristics. Further, systems can be implemented in numerous ways
tied to the applications that they support and system-specific characteristics. Below we present the
broad set of characteristics that different implementations may leverage and an illustrative summary
is shown in Fig. 2.1.
1. System Composition :
A mobile CPS can have either homogeneous or heterogeneous composition. Some works consider heterogeneous systems to be robust and show improved performance as compared to
homogeneous systems [74, 48]. The heterogeneity of a CPS can be attributed to the range
of hardware specifications and capabilities supported by the participating nodes [74] or the
use of multiple wireless access methods for connectivity [48, 88]. The nodes comprising a heterogeneous CPS might have varying computation, memory, and battery power; and support
various sensors, e.g., Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) sensors, camera sensors, thermal
sensors, etc. They may support multiple wireless access methods through a blend of hardware
and software that can include any number of wireless interfaces. An example of heterogeneous
access methods is a VANET supporting both IEEE 802.11p and cellular communication based
on the 5G standard [48].
2. System Configuration & Wireless Access Methods :
The network architecture of a mobile CPS can range from fully infrastructure dependent to
completely Ad-Hoc in nature [28, 60]. The backend is highly involved in a fully infrastructuredependent design with all nodes independently connecting to and communicating via the backend [28]. The backend assigns relevant application tasks to each node independently through
a direct Line-of-Sight (LOS) wireless, satellite, or cellular communication link. Direct wireless links limit the operating range of the CPS. In comparison, satellite connectivity is more
suitable for long-range communication. However, connectivity via a satellite results in high
communication latency and packet loss [27]. Current and emergent cellular network technologies offer long-range communication and performance improvement but may be limited by
existing availability in the CPS’s region of operation.
In an ad-hoc design, nodes are self-organizing and can carry out application tasks through
9

communicate among themselves without involving ground-based infrastructure. However, at
least one node must be connected to the backend for application initiation information and
any required pre- and post- processing [28]. The nodes can cooperatively achieve the mission
assigned by the backend. Typically, ad-hoc communication between nodes can utilize an IEEE
802.11 wireless standard, e.g., 802.11a for ad-hoc UAV swarms or a Flying Ad-Hoc Network
(FANET) [61], and 802.11p for a Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANET) [54]. The ad-hoc network connectivity is established through appropriate routing protocols, and numerous works
survey the available protocols for FANETs and VANETs [67, 75]. An ad-hoc architecture allows
communication in real-time, provides redundancy, and promotes distributed operations. However, the communication range over which nodes in an ad-hoc CPS can reliably communicate
with each other is a limiting factor. Further, the ad-hoc network is limited by bandwidth constraints and the compute capabilities of the system nodes. Some CPSs use a hybrid approach
combining elements from infrastructure-dependent and ad-hoc based designs [28]. Operations
in a hybrid approach are divided between the infrastructure and the CPS. Numerous examples
of the hybrid approach propose the use of compute-capable edge or cloud-based backend to
offload computation and disseminate data among nodes in a UAV swarm and VANET [29, 72].
3. System Mobility :
The mobility of an CPS defines how the system nodes’ position, acceleration, and velocity
change over time. A CPS can have varying mobility, ranging from stationary to highly mobile.
For example, a UAV swarm hovering in place is considered a stationary system even though
the system is intrinsically mobile. Mobility in a CPS can be controlled centrally through
pre-planned paths, cooperatively through the nodes in the CPS, or independently for each
node. Further, mobility can be random or follow predictable patterns. A VANET typically
follows a predictable two-dimensional mobility pattern controlled by the road layout, speed
limits, and traffic rules. In contrast, a UAV swarm follows mission-specific three-dimensional
mobility patterns with more variability [44]. The relatively changing node positions are likely
to cause changes to the wireless network resulting in dynamic topology changes and network
reconfiguration. In a CPS with low node density, the dynamic topology may result in network
partitioning as well [44].
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Figure 2.1: Summary of system characteristics in emergent mobile CPSs

2.2

CPS Communication Technologies and Practices
An APPSYS is expected to support missions with strict QoS requirements. Meanwhile, it is

expected to be typically constrained in the availability of computational, memory, power, and network communication resources. Further, mobility and its impact on wireless connectivity are likely
to result in intermittent network disruptions that may impact the APPSYS’s ability to complete
its mission efficiently. This section summarizes recent research within UAV swarms and VANETs
that promise low latency, high reliability, or disruption tolerance and can be applied for APPSYS
communication. Numerous works utilize other forms of edge computing, and fog and cloud computing for computational off-loading in efforts to reduce overall application latency.. More notably,
various recent works leverage Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC) with fifth-generation (5G) mo-
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bile systems to provide reliability and low latency. 5G mobile systems utilize MEC architecture,
where MEC-enabled nodes facilitating traditional cloud computational offloading are placed closer
to users at the Radio Access Network’s (RAN) edge [78]. While the use of MEC is not exclusive to
5G network technology, it is popularly utilized in 5G mobile systems to offer network performance
enhancements, including computation offloading, distributed computing, and big data analytics for
IoT systems. MEC-enabled nodes have been utilized in VANETs and UAV swarms for offloading
time-consuming computation and reducing the latency of computation offloading to remote backends. A group of MEC-enabled UAVs flying in constant proximity to a UAV swarm can extend the
5G network slice to provide computational offloading for the UAV swarm supporting a data-intensive
video sensing application - thus, providing lower latency for completion of application tasks [40].
Vehicles in a VANET can utilize MEC-enabled nodes at the network edge to collect and analyze
collected vehicular data in near-real time [71]. MEC-enabled nodes in conjunction with a specific
connectivity option, i.e., 5G network connectivity, assumes CPS operations in areas where such connectivity exists, which may not be valid for all CPS operational conditions. For example, a UAV
swarm in a remote battlefield may not have access to 5G network communication. However, some of
the principles that guide MEC standard architecture, i.e., proximity to the end-users, ability to absorb computational load from resource-constrained machines, and reusable application-programming
interfaces (APIs) that a variety of tasks can use are essential requirements for a modular and standardized APPSYS design as well. Therefore, the APPSYS architecture incorporates the features
mentioned above.
Some works approach the issue of lowering latency as a design problem and offer solutions
in the form of hierarchical or layered architectures. A UAV swarm can use a layered architecture
comprising an optimal number of UAVs in an upper layer to reduce network latency, distribute
traffic flows more evenly, and improve reliability [91]. Other works utilize enabling technologies
like Software-Defined Networks (SDN) and existing and emergent forms of communication protocols
that facilitate group communication well-suited for CPS operations. A group communication method
optimizes the transmission of messages to multiple recipients. Two group-communication methods,
publish-subscribe message dissemination and multicast, have been applied to VANETs and UAV
swarms. Multicast methods require only a single send operation to send a message to multiple
receivers, thus, circumventing message duplication at the sender. The receivers and the sender form
a multicast group, and underlying protocols create multicast trees for group message forwarding.
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The publish-subscribe message paradigm and the more advanced Information-Centric Networking
(ICN) concept that derives from it are further discussed in Section 2.4. Methods utilizing SDN are
discussed in detail in Section 2.3.
Multicast methods can be broadly categorized into IP Multicast and Application Level
Multicast (ALM) [70]. IP Multicast operates at the network layer and requires multicast-capable
routers for creating multicast trees and forwarding. IP Multicast also requires separate interfaces
for the inbound and outbound traffic in all participating nodes to avoid routing loops. Therefore,
standard IP Multicast methods are not directly applicable to an APPSYS where wireless nodes may
have single interfaces. However, modifications of IP Multicast protocols provide workarounds to
extend multicast functions to an APPSYS. In PIM-MANET [22], virtual interfaces and duplicate
message detection mechanisms are used at each node to avoid routing loops. Application Level
Multicast (ALM) operates at the application layer. In ALM, end-systems (senders) create multicast
trees using standard nodes within the network to reach a group of receivers. The multicast trees are
created using limited state information at the end-systems, resulting in sub-optimal routes between
the sender and receivers. Newer implementations of ALM utilize well-crafted overlay topologies to
overcome issues caused by limited state information [70]. In UAV swarms, an implementation of
ALM has been applied to efficiently forward video streams from a sender to multiple receivers [63].
Some works also focus on the mechanics of multicast tree formation in the context of APPSYS’s
mobility. Stateless and Predictive Geographic Multicast Scheme in Flying Ad-Hoc Networks (SPGMRF) is a multicast method for UAV swarms where the multicast tree is reactively formed based
on the network topology at the time of transmission [46].
A portion of recent research also focuses on routing protocols and methods suitable for
wireless mobile networks where frequent disruptions and prolonged network partitioning are likely.
These can be applied to incorporate disruption tolerance in a CPS. A CPS may use forwarding
methods such as Store-Carry and Forward (SCF) and Greedy Forwarding (GF) [65]. In Chapter 4, we
discuss how a Store-Carry and Forward (SCF) method for disruption-tolerance can be applied within
the SNAP communication framework. Depending on the CPS’s mobility pattern, deterministic or
stochastic routing protocols may also be used to accommodate frequent changes to routing paths.
Deterministic protocols such as UAV Search and Mission Protocol (USMP) [57] use predictions of
network connectivity to create routing paths in an APPSYS with expected non-random mobility.
On the other hand, stochastic protocols such as Shortest Expected Path Routing (SEPR) [79] use
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broadcast-based message dissemination to transmit packets in a CPS with random mobility.

2.3

Software-Defined Networking
The Software-Defined Networking (SDN) paradigm led by the Open Networking Founda-

tion (ONF) [12] allows network programmability resulting in adaptive and autonomous control over
a system [23]. The main principle of SDN is the separation of the network devices used for forwarding data, and the software that makes forwarding decisions into two separate planes called the
data and the control plane, respectively. Through this, SDN aims to simplify network management,
provide flexible network control, and optimize network performance [23]. The complete SDN architecture comprises three vertical layers: the data plane, the control plane, and the application
plane. The planes are connected via Northbound and Southbound interfaces as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Further, east and westbound interfaces are used to communicate with SDN controllers in
other networks. The application plane comprises SDN applications that implement network control
strategies, e.g., firewalls, load balancing, and traffic engineering. The data plane constitutes the
SDN-enabled forwarding devices that operate as network switches forwarding the control plane’s
forwarding decisions. The control plane is the central entity of the SDN architecture. It consists
of a software controller entity that accepts application requirements from the application plane and
translates them into forwarding decisions for the data plane. The forwarding decisions are disseminated among the forwarding devices in the form of forwarding tables [53]. Hence, the network’s
control logic is centralized within the control plane. OpenFlow is known as the first widely acceptable
communication protocol standardized by ONF [23].
SDN can be implemented as a centralized or distributed SDN. Centralized SDN uses a
physically centralized control plane with a single software controller. Various studies document
the scalability, reliability, and vulnerability issues associated with centralized controllers [23]. As
the network grows, the volume of application requests the software controller receives is likely to
overwhelm the controller, resulting in scalability and reliability issues. A single controller is further
vulnerable as a single point of failure (SPoF) and susceptible to security attacks [34]. The problems of
centralized SDN can be mitigated using distributed SDN comprising multiple physically distributed
controllers arranged using a flat or hierarchical architecture. The flat architecture horizontally
partitions the network into numerous areas where one controller is responsible for each area. Whereas
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the hierarchical architecture vertically partitions the network into multiple layers using a hierarchy
of controllers. The flat style promotes resiliency and fault-tolerance at the cost of scalability, while
the hierarchical style promotes scalability at the expense of fault-tolerance [23].
Maintaining up-to-date global network state information across multiple controllers, known
as consistency, is critical for distributed SDN. Consistency impacts the time and accuracy of applying
network-wide policy updates. Networks in a single administrative domain can achieve intra-domain
consistency through logically centralized controllers that replicate the global network state across all
controllers. However, the measures to ensure consistency are typically time-consuming and require
a trade-off between fast policy enforcement and efficient network performance [23]. While logically
centralized controllers are sufficient for intra-domain distributed SDN control, they are infeasible for
inter-domain distributed SDN in networks belonging to multiple administrative domains. An open
research problem within the SDN community is interoperability among distributed intra-domain
controllers. Limitations in interoperability arise from a lack of open standards for the Northbound
interface to encourage application portability among inter-domain controllers and standardization of
Eastbound and Westbound interfaces in the SDN controller architecture for communication among
SDN controllers [23]. At present, minimal work in SDN focuses on interoperability. Further, the
existing work only applies to Wide Area Networks (WAN) [68, 43].
The area of study that explores the utility of SDN in mobile CPSs is still under development,
and all aspects of applying SDN have not been investigated yet. An SDN-enabled VANET is
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proposed in [52] to load-balance traffic across multi-path topologies and optimize network utilization
through centralized, decentralized, or hybrid SDN. The chosen SDN method is dependent on the
state of network connectivity. Centralized SDN is likely to suffer from availability issues due to node
mobility. Decentralized SDN is implemented via local SDN controllers on each wireless node. The
controllers take independent control decisions resulting in local optima and not global optimum in
network performance. Hybrid or distributed SDN is implemented via controllers at the backend
edge infrastructure. However, the issue of maintaining consistency and handover of the VANET’s
operations among controllers in hybrid SDN has not been addressed. An SDN architecture for the
battlefield, Software-Defined Battlefield Network (SDBN), is proposed in [64] to integrate multiple
wireless access methods. SDBN is premised on the availability of numerous long and short-range
communication methods through different interfaces on nodes in the UAV swarm. SDBN uses SDN
to meet application QoS requirements through the selection of the most appropriate communication
method. However, this work does not focus on the interaction between the application and control
planes that allow mission application requirements to be translated into control logic. Currently,
applications that can utilize SDN are required to provide low-level policy rules to the controller,
therefore, limiting the range and flexibility of applications in an CPS that can interact with SDN.
SDN-MQTT, proposed in [84], integrates SDN and the messaging protocol, MQ Telemetry
Protocol (MQTT) [10], to form a lightweight, distributed, and flexible middleware for optimized
routing and forwarding in a UAV swarm. MQTT-SN, a broker-less implementation of MQTT
suitable for resource-constrained networks, is utilized for message dissemination within the controller
and the network. Furthermore, SDN is implemented in a distributed manner with a controller at
each node. Similar to [52], the distributed controllers in SDN-MQTT also do not achieve the global
optimum. This work is an example of clever integration between complementary technologies to
create methods suitable for a CPS.
The separation of the control plane is conceptually beneficial to the APPSYS architecture
as it allows better management of system resources and tighter system-level control over routing
network traffic. However, the current state of SDN presents potential limitations for APPSYS architecture. First, SDN currently suffers from lack of interoperability and consistency issues among
controllers under different administrative control. This limits the use of SDN in situations where
APPSYSs under different administrative control may require to accomplish a common mission cooperatively. For example, the control plane could not be easily extended to support control-plane driven
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cooperative functions between a UAV swarm belong to the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) and
a fleet of emergency-response vehicles belonging to the U.S. Department of Transportation. Second, the communication overhead introduced by the constant communication between the SDN
controller and the data plane is likely to strain the APPSYS resources. Variability due to mobility
in APPSYSs , resulting in frequent topology changes and dynamically changing neighbors, would
require a even higher degree of communication. Additionally, the SDN control plane would need
to be augmented to respond swiftly to topology changes and provide adequate neighbor discovery
mechanisms [32]. Some SDN controllers such as OpenRoads [86] and OpenFlow [32] accommodate
the mobility of wireless networks in SDN. However, the proposed solutions only utilize centralized
SDN. Additionally, the control plane must be able to support flexible integration of a wider range
of anticipated applications that would need to interact with it. The APPSYS architecture draws
inspiration from SDN in the form of a distributed control plane that can flexibly interact with a
wide range of applications. Chapter 4 presents details of the control plane implementation in the
APPSYS architecture.

2.4

Information-Centric Networking
Information-Centric Networking (ICN) is a new Internet architecture that is said to better

suit the application communication model of the present-day applications, including applications
operating in CPSs, than the traditional and prevalent TCP/IP stack based Internet architecture [11].
Traditional communication that uses the TCP/IP stack is host-centric and requires source and
destination communication endpoints. Meanwhile, Internet’s applications are increasingly serving
content-distribution requirements, often to mobile end-users. The ICN architecture generally aims
to replace traditional host-centric IP communication in the Internet with an alternative architecture
that relies on arbitrary application-specific data identifiers. Therefore, allowing application requests
to be identified transparently by the content they are requesting as opposed to IP addresses. Namebased networking allows forwarding nodes within the system to cache named-content for future
requests, therefore, creating a distributed model for content distribution. This serves as both a load
distribution and disruption tolerant measure.
In comparison to the traditional Internet architecture, ICN architecture combines the TCP/IP
stack’s application and transport layer into an ICN application layer that creates application mes-
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sages and assigns data identifiers to them. The TCP/IP stack’s network layer is replaced by an
ICN forwarding layer that transports chunks of data identified with data identifiers. The ICN Link
Layer can utilize any available connectivity option to forward the ICN datagrams, e.g., available IP
connectivity, MAC layer broadcasts, and Point-to-Point (P2P) links. Fig. 2.3 compares the TCP/IP
and ICN Internet architectures. The application clients in the ICN architecture utilize packets,
called Interest Packets, which contain only an application-specific data name identifying the content
being requested by them. As opposed to IP-based applications where only the application server or
designated local caches can respond to client queries, any node with the data corresponding to the
clients’ Interest Packets can respond with the requested content, called Data Packets. As a transparent security measure, each data packet is signed by the primary Data Producer and is verifiable
by the clients. Applications may use flat or hierarchical naming schemes. Flat naming schemes use
unique and unconnected names for all named data, while hierarchical naming schemes use related
names resembling a natural aggregation of information [77]. Fig. 2.4 illustrates ICN’s request and
response model as compared to the IP’s request and response model.
The implementations of ICN can be broadly categorized as content-centric and publishsubscribe based. Named Data Networking [90] is an example of content-centric architecture. In NDN,
a Named-Data Object (NDO) is requested by a receiver and the request is propagated through NDN
routers in the network. The NDN routers utilize a broadcast-based stateful forwarding strategy; the
state information stored in forwarding nodes is used to create the reverse path for the response from
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the sender [90]. The use of NDN has been proposed for disaster management use-case involving a
VANET and a ground-based Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) [33] where the ground-based sensors
inform the VANETs of relevant information using NDN. A modified version of NDN with enhanced
in-network caching methods is proposed in [92] to accommodate network disruptions in mobile
VANETs. HoP-and-Pull (HoPP) [41] extends the request-response NDN architecture to support a
mechanism that allows data to be pushed out without a prior request. HoPP can be used to reduce
traffic in resource-constrained sensors.
Publish-Subscribe Internet Routing Paradigm (PSIRP) [80], and ICN-IoT [76] are examples
of publish-subscribe architecture. The publish-subscribe architecture comprises publishers (senders),
subscribers (receivers), and brokers. Publishers transmit data packets as NDOs to subscribers via
one or more brokers. In PSIRP, NDOs are forwarded through brokers known as Rendezvous Points
(RP). Each RP is associated with a Rendezvous Network (RN) and handles all NDOs within the
RN’s scope. The naming of NDOs in PSIRP includes details of the scope and the RP identifier. A
subscriber must know this information apriori, thus, limiting the degree of decoupling permitted by
PSIRP. ICN-IoT is an ICN architecture developed for the Internet-of-Things (IoT). It is applied to
a UAV swarm to form an Internet of Drones (IoD) [24]. The objective of IoD in [24] is to provide
navigational services and coordination among UAVs. ICN enables the transmission of environmental
information from ground-based WSNs to the UAV swarm to guide the flight plan. Overall, while
the use of ICN in AppSys-like environments is illustrated through the various presented works,
study within this domain is still in its nascency. A majority of available work focuses on theoretical
applications instead of performance-based evaluation.
Each of these implementations relies on a specially designed Forwarding Plane used to cache
and forward named data. The major open problems that the ICN community is working towards
addressing relate to the management of an unbounded namespaces created by arbitrarily named
data. This problem also manifests within the Forwarding Plane where appropriate data structures
must be utilized to cache and forward data. Currently, forwarding planes use data structures such
as tries or hash tables which coupled with an unbounded namespace may prove unsuitable for
resource-constrained systems [38]. Further, increasing adoption of ICN leads to a period of coexistence between IP and ICN based communication where networks might comprise of small ICN
sub-networks within larger IP based networks or vice-versa. The former will require ICN-overIP communication solutions while the later will require IP-over-ICN communication solutions [30].
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The APPSYS architecture currently uses an ICN-over-IP model where communication is forwarded
based on Interest packets, however, forwarding is conducted over underlying IP connectivity and
encapsulated in traditional IP datagrams.

2.5

Summary
The system characteristics of the emergent class of mobile CPSs are differentiated through

choices in system composition, configuration, and mobility. Different design choices provide different
benefits and challenges. For example, while ad-hoc architecture in a CPS offers more redundancy
compared to infrastructure-dependent architecture, it may also be more constrained in available
bandwidth. A significant portion of recent research in CPSs is focused on proposing solutions that
offer low latency, reliability, and disruption tolerance for CPS communications. Solutions include
architecture-based solutions such as utilizing hierarchical or distributed systems, communication
enhancements bought on through better wireless access technologies such as 5G communication,
provisioning computational resources close to the CPS, and protocols designed to provide efficient
group communication and disruption tolerance. However, these solutions are closely tied to distinct
characteristics of specific CPSs and application scenarios. A portion of recent work also focuses on
applying SDN to mobile CPSs. However, the study of SDN with respect to mobile CPSs is still under
study. Various aspects of applying SDN to these systems, such as maintaining consistency between
controllers in different domains, the viability of local vs. global optima using centralized vs. decentralized decision-making in CPSs, and additional node-controller communication overhead stemming
from system mobility need further investigation. Another enabling technology being explored for
these systems is name-based communication using ICN. ICN has the potential to provide well-suited,
robust, and flexible communication support for mobile CPSs. However, ICN implementations within
these systems are limited, and few performance evaluation studies exist. Similar to SDN, the impact of ICN characteristics such as forwarding plane and topic management on resource-constrained
devices are yet to be sufficiently investigated within the systems of interest to this work.
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Chapter 3

APPSYS Architecture
The APPSYS utilizes a decentralized architecture where participating nodes are divided into
smaller sub-networks called clusters. Each cluster follows a hierarchical network organization with
a designated top-level node responsible for managing intra- and inter- cluster communication. The
different clusters form a mesh network and are interconnected via an overlay network with rich multipath connectivity. Therefore, the APPSYS is a decentralized system comprising multiple hierarchical
clusters connected via mesh connectivity. A decentralized APPSYS design provides advantages like
increased scalability, reduced vulnerability by omitting a single point of failure (SPoF), the ability
to load-balance application tasks among different clusters, and efficient traffic management in the
APPSYS. Further, hierarchical design in the clusters allows the top-level cluster node to take on
the role of a top-level control plane controller and apply fine-tuned control over ingress and egress
traffic. Chapter 4 discusses the hierarchical and distributed control plane in further detail.
The primary objective of the APPSYS architecture is to facilitate system communication
and data services that are required to meet the APPSYS’s mission’s QoS requirements. The APPSYS architecture proposed in this work has been informed by lessons learned through prior performance evaluation studies conducted in single-cluster VANETs and UAV swarms. In our earlier
work, we conducted measurement studies showing the impact of increasing application traffic load
on single-cluster VANETs or UAV swarms using standard communication protocols like UDP-based
unicast, UDP-based broadcast, and publish-subscribe-based group communication through a centralized broker. The general observations from our measurement studies are as follows. As the overall
application traffic load increases, the application’s end-to-end latency and throughput performance
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within a single-cluster system degrade. In the absence of specifically applied network impairment
detection and mitigation measures, as the network observe 100% utilization on shared paths, the
network performance severely degrades till it is rendered unusable for any further application communication. Further, an increase in application load has a higher impact on an application using
unicast communication than broker-based publish-subscribe communication. This final observation
motivates the application of broker-based ICN in the SNAP framework.
In this chapter, we first present the relevant experimental details and lessons learned from
these studies. Then, we describe various components of the APPSYS architecture in further detail.
In the remainder of this work, we use an exemplar UAV swarm APPSYS conducting a CSAT mission
to illustrate the APPSYS architecture and the SNAP communication framework, respectively. The
UAV swarm APPSYS and the CSAT mission have feature-sets representative of a typical APPSYS
and mission of interest to the present work.

3.1

Earlier Performance Evaluation Studies
In a study conducted by us and detailed in [50], a measurement-based performance evalua-

tion was conducted within a single-cluster UAV swarm. One objective of this study was to compare
the end-to-end application latency or one-way delay (OWD) observed by an exemplar application
in the UAV swarm using two commonly utilized communication methods, UDP-based unicast and
broker-based publish-subscribe communication. The OWD represented the time taken by an application message sent by the application sender(s) within the system to the application receiver
within the system. The UAV swarm communicated as an ad-hoc wireless network using standardsbased IEEE 802.11a. Each node directly communicated with its one-hop neighbors within 802.11a’s
communication range with a R12BPSK Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS), representing a
maximum theoretical throughput of 6 Mbps. The inter-node range was 500 meters, and multi-hop
communication was supported through pre-established routes using underlying routing protocols
(Open Shortest Path First). Fig. 3.1 illustrates the UAV swarm used in this study.
The exemplar application being supported by this system was a generic video-transmission
application involving the transmission of video data from a number of sensing capable UAVs to a
single UAV designated for data aggregation. This application serves as an early form of the CSAT
mission application software developed for the present work. For the purpose of this study, the video
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Figure 3.1: Single-cluster UAV swarm topology used in [50].
data was represented as metadata using different message sizes and application transmission rates.
It was assumed that local sensing capabilities within the transmitting UAVs were able to convert
video data into usable metadata that could meet the application’s needs. The application was
representative of a data-intensive distributed application. For the evaluation, the application load
in the system was increased by increasing the number of senders transmitting 500 Bytes application
messages at an application transmission rate of 100 kbps. For publish-subscribe transmission, a
centralized broker was used and the broker placement was as shown in Fig. 3.1. The broker for
publish-subscribe communication was specially developed and used underlying UDP transmission.
For both communication methods, the senders shared a common path to the application receiver.
The testing was conducted using the CORE [3] and EMANE [5] network emulation software. Each
node in the emulated testbed had an isolated network stack and independent processes.
As the number of simultaneously-transmitting senders increased from 1 to 3 to 5 in Fig. 3.1,
an increase in per-packet application OWD was observed at the application receiver. Fig. 3.2 shows
this result. The increase in OWD was more observable for an application using UDP-based unicast
transmission as compared to one using broker-based publish-subscribe transmission. The broker
used for publish-subscribe transmission aggregated the message flows from all application senders
and reduces the system’s total number of message flows. The reduced number of flows corresponded
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to reduced processing and queuing delays experienced at each intermediate node between the senders
and receiver and resulted in lower end-to-end OWD at the receiver.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of application OWD with increasing number of senders in a UAV Swarm.

Another hypothesis can be drawn from the result in Fig. 3.2. As the application traffic
load within the system increases while the application nodes share common resources, i.e., common
routing paths, the application can expect to see performance degradation equivalent to the load
increase. The result in Fig. 3.4 illustrates this statement. In Fig. 3.4, we observe that as we increase
the transmission rate from 100 kbps to 300 kbps for 5 application senders using publish-subscribe
communication, the broker OWD increases linearly as the experiment progresses. As the aggregated
transmission rate from all senders is less than the maximum throughput of R12BPSK, this impact
can be attributed to the increasing processing time at the broker. As the broker performance
increasingly worsens, the broker queue becomes full leading to network congestion. In comparison,
replacing a single centralized broker with two brokers conducting basic load-balancing greatly lessens
the impact of high application load on the brokers. The single-cluster UAV swarm topology with
two brokers is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. Fig. 3.4 illustrates the comparative difference in the impact of
high application load on a single broker system as compared to a system with two brokers.
A similar observation can be made from an earlier performance-evaluation study conducted
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Figure 3.3: Single-cluster UAV swarm topology with decentralized brokers.

Figure 3.4: Impact of high application load on a centralized vs. decentralized brokers in a UAV
4
Swarm.
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Figure 3.5: Experimental setup for the performance evaluation of a VANET in [49].
by us in VANETs [49]. In this study, vehicles within broadcast range of each other utilized the
Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) communication using IEEE 802.11p Wireless Access for Vehicular Environments (WAVE) at the physical (PHY) and Media Access Control (MAC)
layers. The vehicles used an MCS rate of R12QPSK with a maximum achievable throughput of 3
Mbps. Vehicles in a VANET typically use broadcast-based communication. As the number of vehicles broadcasting at 3 Mbps was increased, the channel utilization approaches 100% utilization and
the ensuing contention process for transmission by each sender results in prohibitively high latency.
This latency value has an upper bound contingent on the maximum queue capacity and can not
increase beyond that. Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 illustrate the experimental setup in NS3 for this study and
the results.
Results in Figs. 3.4 and 3.6 lead to the conclusion that for applications where the aggregated
load may be greater than the available shared resources, intelligent load-balancing of application
load on system resources is necessary. Furthermore, methods for monitoring and mitigating network impairment would increase the efficacy of these systems. The APPSYS architecture achieves
intelligent load-balancing by dividing the network into multiple clusters where each cluster is assigned application load proportionate to its resource availability. Further, the control brokers in the
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Figure 3.6: Impact on application OWD as number of broadcasting vehicles in a VANET increases.
3

SNAP communication framework, discussed in Chapter 4, are decentralized and offer methods for
monitoring and mitigating network impairment.
Another objective of the study in [50] was to examine the role of strategic broker placement
within the UAV swarm. Two experiments were conducted with a centralized broker placed at varying
hop distances from the set of application senders. In the first experiment, the broker was placed
closer to the group of senders. In Fig. 3.7, this broker location is called Broker Location 1. In
the second experiment, the broker was placed farther from the group of senders at Broker Location
2. Application load in this set of experiments was increased by sending varying message sizes, 500
Bytes and 1250 Bytes, at a rate of 100 kbps from five application senders. Fig. 3.8 shows the result
from these experiments. The result showed a significant increase in the average OWD at higher
application loads due to placement of the broker farther from the senders. The placement of the
broker closer to the senders reduces the total number of message flows sooner, resulting in lower
OWD. This result further illustrates the requirement for strategic broker placement where brokers
must be placed close to the senders. The APPSYS architecture uses the SNAP framework to achieve
strategic broker placement through local brokers at each cluster node, and one cluster broker per
node which is always one-hop away from all nodes within the system. Chapter 4 discusses the SNAP
framework in further detail.
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3.2

UAV Swarm APPSYS
A UAV swarm APPSYS comprises one or more clusters of wireless mobile UAV nodes.

Within the APPSYS, a cluster is identified as a group of UAVs within broadcast range of each
other. The mathematical problem of optimally partitioning a group of nodes into clusters has been
addressed in numerous works such as [39]; however, it is not the focus of the present work and we
assume that existing methods can be applied to achieve this step. Each cluster is heterogeneous
and comprises UAVs with a range of power, compute, sensing, and physics-based mobility capabilities. Most UAVs in the cluster are micro UAVs with small payloads, limited speed/altitude, and
constrained compute and memory capabilities. Wasp III [19] and DJI Phantom 4 [4] drones are two
examples of micro UAVs. A cluster constitutes mainly of micro UAVs with a few highly functional
UAVs. Due to their small size, micro UAVs can support only a limited number of sensors [26].
Therefore, different micro UAVs in the swarm may be fitted with different sensors to give wellrounded data-sensing capabilities. A cluster also supports multiple wireless access methods using a
variety of interfaces, thus, allowing a flexible choice of communication methods. The UAV swarm
APPSYS is closely tied to a specific application that it serves. We refer to this application as the
APPSYS’s mission. The UAV swarm operates primarily in ad-hoc mode. However, the backend is
responsible for assigning missions, communicating mission-relevant details through control messages,
and acquiring related outcomes periodically from the UAV swarm. Within a mission, the backend
may also be secondarily responsible for high-level mobility management of the swarm. We refer to
the backend in a UAV swarm APPSYS as the Control Station (CS).

3.2.1

Swarm Connectivity and Communication
One node in a cluster serves as the cluster leader node and connects to the CS over a backhaul

link. The role of a leader in the cluster is discussed in Section 3.2.2. For non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
communication between a CS and the clusters in an APPSYS, backhaul connectivity is through a
radio, satellite, or cellular data link. Typically, significant Round Trip Time (RTT) is associated
with communication using a long-haul radio or satellite link. Therefore, making infrastructurebased connectivity unsuitable for low-latency communication. The cluster leader function can only
be assigned to cluster nodes equipped with the adequate interface to communicate over the backhaul
link. Clusters have a failover procedure where at least one other node in the cluster is eligible to
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function as the cluster leader. Within a cluster, messages are transmitted as cluster-wide broadcasts,
while messages between the cluster and CS are typically transmitted as unicast messages. Nodes
within a cluster are instructed to either accept or reject a message and not forward it to avoid
broadcast storms. System connectivity in the APPSYS is established through an appropriate linkstate routing protocol. To ensure coexistence of IP-based APPSYSs with ICN-based APPSYSs,
the APPSYS design utilized IP-based end-point identification even though communication is namebased. The IP address assignment in the APPSYS ensures complete end-to-end connectivity across
all clusters, ensuring multi-path connectivity among them.

3.2.2

APPSYS Node Functions
UAVs within a swarm can perform different interchangeable functions depending on their

hardware capabilities. These functions could be sensing, computation, or management. We summarize the roles associated with these functions as follows:
• Cluster leader node: A cluster leader node primarily serves as a gateway between the CS and
the cluster in the UAV swarm. It receives and processes control messages from the CS and
forwards them to the correct destination within its cluster. The cluster leader also facilitates
communication between any application end-point, i.e., an application receiver, in the cluster
that may be required to communicate with the CS. For now, we assume that the cluster leader
node may be responsible for resource management and assigning mission tasks within the
cluster if required. However, future iterations of the APPSYS design may utilize a specialized
resource manager function for the resource management tasks. As any cluster can contain an
application end-point, the APPSYS architecture design guidelines dictate that a leader node
be available in each cluster. However, a cluster may also utilize the nearest available leader
node in adjoining clusters for communication with the CS.
• Sensor node: A sensor node is typically a micro UAV containing one or more sensors and
able to transmit data over the APPSYS network. Depending on the scenario, the node might
be capable of lightweight computation. For example, a node with an optical camera sensor
might also possess the additional software capabilities to minimally analyze the collected data
and detect moving objects. Conversely, the node might be constrained and only transmit
the video stream to a different node within the APPSYS. Depending on the availability of
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adequate sensors, sensor nodes are tasked with data collection relevant to the APPSYS’s
mission and serve as application senders within the APPSYS. The size of the node dictates
the additional sensor payload it can support and limits the number of sensors on an individual
node. Examples of sensors that the UAV swarm’s sensor nodes can employ include optical
camera sensors, infra-red sensors, radar sensors, and sensors to track electronic emissions.
• Compute node: A compute node is typically a highly functional UAV in the UAV swarm capable of aggregating and analyzing sensing data collected from various sensing nodes. Compute
nodes serve as application receivers within the APPSYS and utilize the nearest cluster leader
to communicate outcomes of their analysis to the CS. The level of computational capabilities
that a compute node should be provisioned for varies by the set of use-cases relevant to the
UAV swarm APPSYS.
Additionally, UAVs within a cluster may support one of the two specialized software broker
roles discussed in Chapter 4. The software roles are assigned based on the hardware capabilities and
placement of UAVs with respect to other nodes within the cluster. Communication among clusters
is possible through a wireless mesh network, details of which are provided in Chapter 4 as well.
Figure 3.9 illustrates the UAV swarm APPSYS and connectivity of clusters with the CS.

3.2.3

APPSYS Mobility
The UAV swarm can support two and three-dimensional mobility patterns. Mobility is

mission-dependent and may range from stationary to highly mobile. Mobility may result in link
outages and topology reconfiguration as nodes move out of communication range with each other [44].
We assume that each cluster can fly autonomously with a predetermined mobility pattern, and all
UAVs fly at a constant velocity. At a high level, the flight plan is either provided by the CS to each
UAV or to the cluster leader node that uses a leader-follower-based control strategy to execute the
flight plan. The CS or the UAV cluster can modify the flight pattern through control messages to
the UAVs during a mission as required. For example, the flight plan in a CSAT mission is based on
waypoints based on the search target’s present location.
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Figure 3.9: System Design of the UAV swarm APPSYS

3.3

APPSYS Missions
A UAV swarm provides support for critical infrastructure domains through missions assigned

to it by the CS. The CS can either assign a mission to UAVs within the swarm APPSYS directly
or delegate mission task assignments to the cluster leader nodes. In both cases, task assignments
require apriori knowledge of resources available at each node. For example, video-sensing tasks can
only be assigned to nodes with optical cameras and computationally-intensive tasks can only be
assigned to nodes with sufficient compute capabilities. Missions may be completed autonomously or
semi-autonomously by the UAV swarm APPSYS. The focus of this work is on coordinated missions
that can be cooperatively supported by a UAV swarm APPSYS. The APPSYS supports missions
through application software running on the UAVs. The application software translates high-level
mission objectives into low-level tasks that the UAVs can carry out. For missions requiring coordination between nodes of an APPSYS, the software is distributed with multiple components
running on different UAVs. The CS may also support an application component to participate in
the application,i.e., provide updated directives or receive periodic mission updates.
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Completing a data-intensive mission autonomously or semi-autonomously within the swarm
can be generalized into three stages derived from the decision-making paradigm for autonomous
applications in a CPS: data, control, and process stages [26, 69]. The data stage involves relevant
data collection using sensor nodes within the UAV swarm. The control stage is sub-divided into
perception and planning stages. In the perception stage, the data acquired in the previous stage is
processed using algorithms for data-mining or data processing algorithms. The processed data is
analyzed and converted into mission-specific actionable items for the swarm in the planning stage.
Finally, the actionable items are executed in the process stage. The primary mission outcome of the
process stage is a periodic mission update or a final mission result that can be transmitted to the
CS. The process outcome may also form a feedback loop with the data stage to guide the sensor
nodes’ actions based on the outcome of the planning stage.
Figure 3.10 illustrates the stages of an autonomous mission in the context of the generic
video search mission being conducted by a UAV swarm APPSYS. The participating UAVs collect
and analyze video-sensing data with the objective of locating a target of interest. The feedback
loop between the process and data stages in this illustration is used to aid the search function by
directing each nodes’ flight plan based on conducted data analysis. This mission can be thought of
as a high-level form of the CSAT application discussed in Section 3.3.1. The data and control stages
may involve multiple sensor and compute nodes respectively. Therefore, the data stage may include
sub-steps relating to coordinated data collection to avoid duplication of efforts and conduct effective
data collection. Similarly, the control stage may require sub-steps for aggregating processed data
and consolidating the findings from the data. The system’s network and compute resources utilized
for a mission depend on the amount of data being collected, transmitted, and analyzed in the system.
The sub-steps mentioned earlier may require additional system resources. Further, missions may
be safety-critical with strict Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements. A mission’s QoS requirements
may be defined in terms of a packet-switched network’s QoS metrics such as maximum throughput,
packet loss and errors, latency and variation in latency (jitter), and ordered delivery of packets. A
mission may also have mission-specific QoS requirements. For example, a video search application
may use time to locate target as a primary QoS requirement.
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3.3.1

Illustrative Mission: Coordinated Search and Tracking
In the present work, we focus on an illustrative use case of a UAV swarm APPSYS on the

battlefield assigned a Coordinated Search and Tracking (CSAT) mission. A CSAT mission involves
using the integrated sensing capability of sensor nodes equipped with suitable sensors to locate
evasive targets on the battlefield [81]. For example, a CSAT mission objective might be to locate a
vehicle of interest fitting a particular description in the streets of an urban area. Suitable sensors
might include optical camera, infra-red sensors, Radar or LiDAR sensors, and depth perception
sensors. CSAT implemented through an airborne UAV swarm offers two distinct benefits for a target
search. First, the airborne UAV swarm provides a better vantage point for an effective search, and
second, unmanned missions conducted through a UAV swarm reduce the risk of casualties on the
battlefield [31].
There are numerous implementations of the CSAT application in recent works, and different
works differ in their interpretation of coordination among nodes. Sensor nodes may coordinate by
simply partitioning the target region and scanning their respective areas for the target search. In
this case, each node’s collected data is transmitted to the CS for further analysis [73]. A more
evolved coordination measure may involve flight configuration of UAVs to increase probability of
target detection while minimizing UAVs, and topology reconfiguration if a participating UAV malfunctions [81]. The authors in [81] utilize parallel path search where UAVs in a line formation
perform a sweep of a target region while exchanging periodic system update messages to handle
topology reconfiguration.
Some implementations focus on advancing data perception in addition to coordination
among UAVs. Authors in [62] utilize computer vision enabled data perception for data collected
through different UAVs carrying different sensors. In this work, three UAVs carrying an infra-red
sensor and a video camera, a fire sensor, and a depth measurement sensor respectively transmit data
to a centralized decision making component where computer vision is applied for data perception.
Similarly, authors in [85] utilize opportunistic learning among the participating UAVs to implement
coordinated search. In this work, each participating UAV collects its own sensor data within the
target region and forms a cognitive Cartesian grid map representing its situational knowledge and
the probability of target detection in its current surroundings. Each UAV shares this cognitive map
with its neighbors; an individual UAV participating in the CSAT map utilizes its own sensor data
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Figure 3.10: Stages of an Autonomous CSAT Mission

and an aggregated cognitive map received from its neighbors to plan its own path. Therefore, this
work employs passive coordination. While [73, 81, 62, 85] focus primarily on search, works like [36]

fi

focus on both initial search and continuous tracking. Authors in [36] utilize a Recursive Baysean
filtering framework to search and continuously track targets in a marine search and rescue scenario.
The study of recent CSAT implementations indicates that although numerous conceptually
effective search and tracking mechanisms exist, there is no standard guidelines for how coordination, searching, and tracking should be implemented. Furthermore, there is a distinct lack of
measurement-based studies evaluating CSAT performance in a hardware testbed representation of
a UAV swarm. One contribution of the present work is an implementation of the CSAT application that can integrate with the APPSYS design and SNAP communication framework. Our CSAT
implementation focuses on continuous target tracking and assumes that a method like [85] can be
applied to conduct an initial search of the target. We implement a distributed CSAT application
where numerous sensor nodes can collect sensing data translatable to metadata including the initial
target location in Cartesian coordinates. The sensing data is collected and analyzed at a designated
CSAT compute node within the UAV swarm APPSYS. The compute node utilizes a Kalman Filter to predict future target positions; the compute node uses a feedback loop between the sensor
nodes and itself to share predicted target positions and inform the sensor nodes’ flight plan. Within
the APPSYS architecture, the feedback loop also carries QoS-relevant information that the SNAP
framework’s control brokers can utilize to modify the underlying system to meet CSAT’s QoS re-
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quirements. We discuss our implementation of the CSAT application and its performance evaluation
within a UAV swarm APPSYS in Chapter 5.

3.4

Summary
The current design of the APPSYS architecture is motivated by our prior measurement-

based performance evaluations in flat-architecture-based UAV swarms and VANETs using standard
communication methods like UDP-based unicast, broadcast, and publish-subscribe through a centralized broker. These studies indicate that the overall performance of applications or missions
operating in these systems degrades significantly as mission traffic load leads to high utilization of
system resources. Further, the system is rendered unusable without suitable network impairment detection or mitigation mechanisms unless the mission is terminated. Systems using publish-subscribe
communication through brokers demonstrate slower performance degradation than systems using
UDP-based unicast. Further, strategies like efficient broker placement and load-balancing system
traffic across multiple brokers improve the system’s performance at higher application traffic loads.
Guided by this prior work, the present APPSYS architecture is designed as a decentralized system
comprising multiple hierarchical clusters connected via a mesh overlay. Clusters are heterogeneously
composed with the ability to support sensing, computation, and communication with the backend
CS. The APPSYS supports autonomous and semi-autonomous missions assigned to nodes across
different clusters through publish-subscribe communication and coordination among clusters. This
architecture offers scalability, robustness, and better management of system traffic load and resources
in resource-constrained systems. The hierarchical architecture of clusters allows the top-level cluster
node to apply critical software-defined control functions to monitor and mitigate network impairment. In this work, we illustrate the APPSYS architecture using a UAV swarm APPSYS conducting
the CSAT mission.
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Chapter 4

SNAP Framework &
Implementation
The SNAP framework supplements the APPSYS architecture with robust, lightweight, and
mission-oriented system communication and control plane decision-making. Control plane decisionmaking results in application of mission-appropriate data services that can be used to dynamically
meet a mission’s QoS requirements. The two fundamental attributes of the SNAP framework are
name-based communication, offered through the ICN communication paradigm, and a distributed
software-defined control plane instrumental in providing required data services. The SNAP framework conducts name-based communication through the publish-subscribe method using brokers.
Senders (publishers) transmit mission messages tagged with a specific data names (topics) to the
receivers (subscribers) through brokers that facilitate the message exchange. The brokers maintain data structures of interested subscribers and related topics and use this reference structure to
correctly forward messages received from the publishers.
The SNAP framework identifies two broker types, control brokers and local brokers, with
different scopes within the APPSYS. The control brokers have a global scope and facilitate intercluster forwarding; meanwhile, local brokers have a local scope and only operate locally within a
particular node to enable communication with control brokers. Nodes can support only one broker
type at a time. While a publish-subscribe paradigm doesn’t typically depend on local brokers, the
SNAP framework provisions brokers at each node to implement extensions that create a distributed
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software-defined control plane. The distributed control plane enables each node to take decisions
that positively impact the mission state. The SNAP framework utilizes the distributed control plane
to offer data services relevant to the mission. Further, the control and local brokers provide different
ranges of data services dependent on their scope within the APPSYS. In this chapter, we discuss
the details of the SNAP framework and its current implementation.

4.1

Name-based Connectivity using Brokers
The SNAP framework supports two broker types, control and local brokers. The broker

functionality is implemented as a common software function on nodes within the APPSYS. Both
broker types utilize a common software with different features activated for each broker type. Therefore, nodes within the APPSYS can interchangeably support either broker type. For the APPSYS
architecture shown in Fig. 3.9, one node in each cluster is provisioned with a control broker, while
all other nodes within each cluster are provisioned with local brokers. Further, the control broker functionality may co-exist with the sensor, compute, or leader node role being supported by a
node. Each cluster forms a hierarchical communication sub-network where the nodes equipped with
control brokers are at the top of their respective cluster’s hierarchy. The control brokers use mesh
connectivity to inter-connect all clusters in the APPSYS. Certain assumptions listed later in this
section govern the provisioning of all brokers within the SNAP framework design.

4.1.1

Broker Types

Control Broker
There is one primary control broker per cluster with broadcast connectivity to the entire
cluster. Additionally, at least one backup node is selected to serve as the secondary control broker
and provide failover support. With respect to a mission, the control broker receives mission messages
from nodes located within or outside its cluster and forwards them to its list of interested subscribers.
Control brokers enable robust connectivity by allowing nodes within the system to exchange messages
without specific knowledge of sender or receiver end-points. They also support local data-caching of
mission-critical messages for a pre-determined period of time, thus, providing disruption-tolerance
and availability of critical data close to potential subscribers. The scope of the control broker is
global and it supports both inter- and intra- cluster message dissemination. The specifics of end-to39

end message delivery through a system of control brokers between nodes participating in a mission
are discussed in Section 4.1.3.
The control broker is strategically located at the top of a cluster’s hierarchy and thus, has
comprehensive information about the ingress and egress network traffic, including mission messages,
concerning its cluster. Therefore, it is well-placed to apply impactful control plane decisions to help
meet the mission QoS requirements. One of the control plane decisions at the control broker may be
selecting an appropriate wireless access method suitable for inter-cluster communication concerning
the mission’s transmission rate and latency requirements. Therefore, in a heterogeneous system with
multiple wireless access methods for inter- and intra- cluster communication, the control broker is
provisioned on a cluster node with adequate real or software-defined wireless interfaces that can
support multiple wireless access methods. Further, the control broker is provisioned on a node with
sufficient computational and memory resources to support a mission’s and system’s requirements
through control plane decision-making.

Local Broker
A local broker is provisioned on all nodes not serving as control brokers within the APPSYS.
The local broker enables an individual node’s communication with its cluster’s control broker and
therefore, has a local scope. Mission messages from the mission application software within a node are
sent to its local broker using inter-process communication. Local brokers offer disruption-tolerance
by caching mission messages from the mission application software for a pre-determined short period
of time. This feature is leveraged to conduct Store-and-Carry-Forward (SCF) operations if the node
loses network connectivity. The SNAP framework leverages the presence of local brokers within
the distributed control plane. The local brokers support a small set of node-specific data services
determined by the control plane.

4.1.2

Broker Mesh Overlay
The set of control brokers in an APPSYS form a mesh overlay network with rich multi-path

connectivity to each other. We refer to this as the broker mesh overlay. The broker mesh overlay
connects the clusters in the APPSYS via their control brokers. In a heterogeneous APPSYS where
control brokers may have multiple choices of wireless access methods, the appropriate methods may
be dynamically based on the APPSYS’s data dissemination requirements. For example, an APPSYS
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may use a mm-Wave mesh network to support higher data rates and ultra-low latency communication
compared to an IEEE 802.11n-based wireless mesh network [93]. A potential decision by the softwaredefined control plane at the control brokers is to select an appropriate wireless access method based
on the mission’s data requirements. Therefore, the selection of control brokers may be contingent
on the nodes’ ability to support multiple wireless access methods.
The logical design of a UAV swarm APPSYS with three clusters (clusters 1, 2, and 3)
centered around control brokers B1, B2, and B3 respectively is shown in Figure 4.1. Brokers B1, B2,
and B3 form the broker overlay. It should be noted that the Control Station (CS) also incorporates
a broker that may serve as either a control or a local broker depending on a mission’s requirements.
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Figure 4.1: Logical Design of the UAV swarm APPSYS implementing the SNAP framework
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4.1.3

Communication Setup

Naming Data
The primary requirement for ICN communication setup is assigning the APPSYS nodes and
data objects human-readable and contextual names. We refer to the data object names as topics in
this work. Messages from a publisher or subscription requests from a subscriber to the broker contain
the topic name identifying the mission data that is being transmitted or requested. A topic can be
a simple unique string value that can identify the type of data being requested or transmitted, e.g.,
the identifier targetVehiclePosition suffices for CSAT mission messages transmitting the target
vehicle’s positions. The current implementation of the SNAP framework represents topics using
unique strings. However, this section also describes a hierarchical naming scheme which is more
scalable and recommended for real-world APPSYS deployments. A hierarchical naming template
can be used to assign both node names and data topics. Node names may be recursive, starting with
a top-level APPSYS identifier assigned by the APPSYS’s administrative domain. Therefore, they
may be assigned hierarchical values comprising the APPSYS, cluster, and node identifiers following
the convention APPSYS ID/ CLUSTER ID/ NODE ID. For example, in Figure 4.1 , node N3 in Cluster
1 of APPSYS 1 would be named as 1/1/3. Nodes names may be required for the named-data based
exchange of node specific system state information.
Similarly, data topics can be hierarchically assigned using the template MISSION STATE /
DATA IDENTIFIER. The Mission State and Data Identifier refer to the execution stage within the
mission and the an identifier for the data included in the named data object. We assume that a
mission includes predefined lists of mission states and data identifiers to assist with naming. Like
wildcards in MQTT, topics can use a wildcard character such as an asterisk (*) to cover all available
options at a level of hierarchy. For example, in the CSAT mission, the topic DATA/VIDEO STREAM
can be used to subscribe to all video streams being collected and transmitted during a video-sensing
mission’s data collection stage; meanwhile, the topic DATA/* can be used to subscribe to all data
being collected and transmitted during the same mission. A set of publish and subscribe messages
based on the topics of interest is used to set up mission data message forwarding between sensor
nodes, compute nodes, and the CS.
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Name-based Forwarding
In Section 2.4, we discuss that ICN forwarding uses state information stored at each forwarding node to create a reverse path from the data source to the node that has requested the data.
The SNAP framework utilizes similar stateful forwarding. A node within a cluster subscribes to
a topic of interest through a subscription request to the cluster’s control broker. The subscription
request may utilize a time-based metric to indicate how long the request should remain active. The
current implementation assumes that mission requests related to the dissemination of sensor data
stay active for the length of the mission. The control broker stores each valid subscription request
in its topic look-up data structure along with the name of the interface at which the request was received. Valid subscription requests are identified through checks at the control broker ensuring that
the APPSYS’s topic-naming conventions are followed. Similarly, a subscription request at a control
broker is forwarded as a subscribe message from this control broker to other APPSYS control brokers
and stored within their topic data structures. When the topic of an incoming published message
matches an existing topic in a control broker’s topic look-up data structure, the message is forwarded
through the interface at which the request was received. For subscription requests received from
nodes within the cluster, the message is sent as a broadcast message to all cluster nodes. Nodes
other than a message’s intended recipients are instructed to ignore incoming broadcast messages.
For subscription requests received from other control brokers, the message is received by the set of
control brokers forming the broker mesh overlay. The control broker may utilize available unicast,
broadcast, or multicast options for forwarding within the broker mesh overlay.

State Maintenance in the Broker Overlay
The broker overlay nodes subscribe to one another using topics with wildcard characters
to maintain relevant system state information among control brokers. The system state is required
for control plane decision-making and is discussed in Section 4.2. Initial state exchange is proactive
and may include relevant node names, topic names, and system state information required to initiate subscriptions. For the remainder of the mission, state may be reactively exchanged based on
subscription requests made by control brokers.
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4.1.4

Assumptions about Communication Initialization
We make the following assumptions about the initialization of a UAV swarm APPSYS

communication using the SNAP framework:
1. The UAV swarm has been divided into clusters using existing mathematical solutions and
required system steps. For example, a combination of a k-Connected m-Dominating sets
mathematical formulation [39] and a constrained k-means clustering algorithm [25] can be
used to provision control brokers and divide a swarm into clusters with a fair distribution of
nodes.
2. Failover methods for the election of control brokers are in place and candidates for backup
control brokers have been identified.
3. Inter- and intra- cluster connectivity is established through appropriate underlying routing
protocols. Further, required communication channels between a control broker provisioned on
a non-leader node and the CS has been established through the cluster leader node.

4.2

Distributed Control Plane
The SNAP framework extends the control and local brokers to create a distributed and

hierarchical control plane that offers mission QoS-aware data services and forwarding. The majority
of services that the distributed control plane provides are implemented at the control brokers due
to their strategic location and global scope. Meanwhile, local brokers provide a small set of control
plane decisions relevant to their local node. The broker software for control and local brokers is the
same, however, different functionalities are activated both each broker type. Figure 4.2 illustrates
the software modules that form a broker’s control logic. A broker’s control plane is formed of
four primary modules that provide mission control abstraction, network state management, mission
management, and data communication functions.

Mission Control Abstraction
The mission control abstraction enables the interaction between an APPSYS mission and
the underlying system through the broker. A sensor node collecting mission data can utilize this
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abstraction to communicate mission requirements to the cluster’s control broker as a part of the published message’s header. The APPSYS requires all mission application software to include dedicated
control fields in the mission message header. The control fields in the header indicate information
such as the mission’s QoS requirements and current QoS state, relevant directives about the preferred transport protocol, and embedded scripts for mission data services. The control broker uses
the mission QoS requirements and current QoS state to make forwarding decisions such as selection
of suitable wireless access methods (in heterogeneous systems) to transmit mission data from the
mission sensor nodes to the compute nodes and offer data services relevant to the mission. A mission
may inform the control broker of a preferred transport layer protocol, e.g., preference of QUIC over
UDP to transmit CSAT video steams. However, the broker does not guarantee that the preferred
protocol will be available and used. The published message also includes embedded scripts to guide
the control plane decisions and the data services applied at the broker. The control header fields
can be adapted and extended to meet the perceived needs of a specific APPSYS or class of missions.
However, the general objective remains to provide critical information about the mission to the
APPSYS control plane.

Network State Management
Control plane decisions made as a result of mission information provided through relevant
control fields in the message header also require up-to-data information of the APPSYS’s system
state. APPSYS state information is collected through the network state management module.
Relevant state information includes metrics like link utilization, expected latency, and packet loss
for links extending from the broker to directly reachable nodes. This module may obtain relevant
information as a part of mission messages or through a dedicated set of underlying health scripts
collecting system state information. The link state sub-module is responsible for analyzing the system
state information and providing input to the mission manager module. In addition, the control broker
periodically collects host state information at the host state sub-module. The host state refers to
the internal measurements of the node hosting the control broker, including battery levels and CPU
and memory utilization. The broker utilizes host state information for internal management tasks,
e.g., initiating failover to the secondary control broker or offloading stored mission data from its
cache to the CS.
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Mission Manager & Data Communication
The mission manager combines the mission state information from the mission control abstraction and the network state information form the network state management module to implement control plane decisions at a broker. Each broker makes its control decisions independently.
The data services and forwarding decisions taken by the control plane are implemented and passed
on to the data plane by the mission manager. All control function modules receive data and execute
control plane decisions through publish and subscribe messages transmitted using underlying UDP
sockets.
Further, while control brokers utilize the full range of functionality discussed in this section,
local brokers only offer limited functions relevant to a local node. For example, the local broker may
provide data services like caching for disruption tolerance or apply the relevant transport protocol
headers to the mission messages.

4.2.1

Consistency among Control Brokers
The broker overlay does not suffer from the consistency issue that limits distributed SDN. In

distributed SDN, control plane decisions are typically applied as selection of an appropriate routing
path between the sender and receiver, and informing the sender’s data plan of the recommended
routing path. Thus, maintaining consistency among distributed controllers is critical and remains
an open issue within distributed SDN research. The use of named-data networking in the SNAP
framework circumvents this consistency issue. Forwarding in the SNAP framework only depends on
point-to-point or point-to-multi-point forwarding where each control broker can determine its own
control broker decisions at its forwarding interface.

4.2.2

Communication Extensions for Interoperability
Missions involving a UAV swarm APPSYS and a secondary APPSYS require interactions

among the two APPSYSs. These APPSYSs may be within the same or different administrative
domains. We refer to all APPSYSs within the same administrative domain as an APPSYS Wireless
System (AWS). The AWS is conceptually similar to Autonomous Systems (AS) utilized in traditional
Internet architecture. Like AS, the AWS concept provides abstractions for interoperability among
APPSYSs with different ownerships. For connectivity among APPSYSs within the same AWS,
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Figure 4.2: Broker Control Function Software Modules

the control plane of one of the involved APPSYSs can provision new interfaces connecting the IP
subnets of the APPSYSs. For connectivity among APPSYSes in different administrative domains,
the control plane establishes connectivity through the CSs of the involved APPSYSes. The CSs are
expected to be connected through a traditional Internet backbone, and the underlying connectivity
can be leveraged to connect the two APPSYSes.

4.3

Mission Message Set
An APPSYS mission utilizes a set of messages representing different stages of the mission.

A representative message set for an autonomous or semi-autonomous mission can be drawn from
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the stages of such a mission, discussed in Section 3.3. Different messages within the set may carry
different control header fields to provide mission state and forwarding assistance to the APPSYS
control plane. Each message carries an associated topic and is received at the subscribers using a
pull-based mechanism in response to pre-existing subscriptions. At a high level, an autonomous or
semi-autonomous mission in the APPSYS entails the exchange of the following messages:
• Assignment Message (AM): The AM is used by the CS to assign the mission to the specific
sensor and compute nodes within the APPSYS. This message is transmitted to relevant control
brokers through their cluster leader nodes and then forwarded from the control brokers to the
relevant sensor and compute nodes. The AM includes mission-relevant information required
by the participating nodes to initiate the mission.
• Data Message (DM): The DM contains the sensing data from sensor nodes participating in
the mission. It is published by the sensor nodes involved in a mission. The DM header
utilizes certain control header fields to indicate mission-relevant information such as mission
QoS requirements, transport protocol requests, or embedded scripts to assist the control plane
with providing suitable data services.
• Process Message (PM): The PM contains intermediate mission results from the mission’s data
perception and planning stages. It is published by the compute nodes participating in the
mission. Depending on the mission’s requirements, a PM may be utilized in the message
feedback loop to inform sensor nodes of the outcome of data analysis. When multiple compute
nodes are involved in distributed perception and planning, they may coordinate to publish a
single PM to the sensor nodes. For semi-autonomous missions where the CS is in the loop,
PMs may be sent to inform the CS of the mission status periodically; however, the frequency
of PMs to the CS is dependent on a mission’s requirements. The PM header utilizes control
header fields to indicate the mission’s QoS state at the present time during mission operations.
PMs may leverage mission feedback messages to include system state information required by
the control plane.
• Outcome Message (OM): The OM is used by the compute nodes to publish the final mission
outcome at completion to the CS either individually or cooperatively.
With respect to the CSAT mission discussed in Section 3.3.1, the mission is assigned to
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sensor nodes equipped with suitable on-board sensors and located in the proximity of the area of
interest through AMs. Further, AMs are also published to several compute nodes based on the
anticipated processing load and the nodes’ compute capabilities. The sensor nodes collect data
relevant to the CSAT mission and publish it as DMs to their respective clusters’ control brokers.
The brokers’ control decisions depends on the information within the DMs, which includes helpful
directives for data forwarding and handling. A mission DM indicates the mission’s QoS requirements, e.g., throughput, latency, reliability, or other application-specific requirements to guide the
broker’s forwarding decision-making. A DM may indicate the mission’s choice of transport protocol; if the broker’s preferred transport layer protocol is available, it is used for the mission data
exchange. Further, embedded scripts may be included in the DMs to guide the application of data
services suitable for the mission. A PM contains the current state of a mission’s QoS. For a CSAT
mission, the PM utilizes the CSAT feedback messages to the sensor nodes to include system state
information. Information contained in the PMs is used to prompt the control plane to offer appropriate data services in response to a mission QoS requirements not being met. Thus, control
plane decisions depend on information provided by the DMs and feedback provided by the PMs.
We conjecture that the impact of AMs and OMs on the system state and mission performance is
trivial as compared to DMs. For example, the message sizes and transmission rates for DMs impact
the system state and mission QoS. Further, PMs are critical to the SNAP framework’s system state
exchange mechanism. Therefore, we focus specifically on DMs and PMs within the implementation
and performance evaluation of the SNAP framework.

4.4

Current Implementation
The named-data communication in the SNAP framework offers robust and disruption-

tolerant connectivity to support any mission within the APPSYS. In the current implementation,
we focus on the basic name-based communication setup in a UAV swarm APPSYS with two clusters
as shown in Fig. 4.3. The sensor nodes, S1, S2, and S3, participating in the CSAT mission are
located in cluster 1, while the compute node participating in the CSAT mission, C1, is located in
cluster 2. B1 and B2 are the control brokers for clusters 1 and 2, respectively. Due to the control
plane benefits offered by the control brokers, we focus our current implementation on topic-based
forwarding and control plane extensions for the control brokers only; local broker functionality is
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Diagram 10

not implemented. The broker software code is implemented using the C programming language and

additional code details are provided in Appendix ??.
Sensor,
broker and compute nodes
Cluster 1
Cluster 2

S1

B1

S2

B2

C1

S3

Legend:
S* - Sensor nodes
B* - Control Brokers
C* - Compute node

Figure 4.3: Illustrative UAV swarm APPSYS used for current implementation of the SNAP framework

The control plane abilities can be customized and adapted by modifying the set of control
header fields to collect information of interest to an APPSYS. For example, a UAV swarm APPSYS
with node power constraints may utilize a control header field that includes node battery level for its
decision-making; meanwhile, a VANET that can derive adequate power for the vehicle battery may
consider this field unnecessary. Through this flexibility, the control plane in the SNAP framework
can be extended to support any class of missions or the comprehensive set of requirements most
applicable to a specific APPSYS. The current implementation of the SNAP framework focuses on a
data-intensive and QoS-sensitive class of missions operating in a UAV swarm APPSYS. The mission
requires the collection and dissemination of substantial amounts of sensor data. Further, the mission
QoS fulfillment is dependent on the quality of collected data and data dissemination characteristics
such as the chosen forwarding paths or overall network traffic that impact the timely reception of
messages at compute nodes. The CSAT mission being considered for this work is a representative
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example within this class. The quality of target search and tracking within the CSAT mission
depends on the timely reception of mission messages and quality of sensing data collected by the
sensor nodes participating in the CSAT mission. Therefore, the set of data services utilized within
the current implementation comprise methods to improve mission data dissemination characteristics
and quality of collected data.

4.4.1

Message Header & Control Fields
The mission message header contains fields relevant to both name-based forwarding and

control plane decision-making. The message header used in the current implementation of the
control broker software is shown in Fig. 4.4. The fields ’nodeID’ and ’sequenceNum’ are 16 and 32
bit values that identify the message source and the message sequence number respectively. The fields
’ts sec’ and ’ts nsec’ are 32 bit values that hold the message timestamp in seconds and nanoseconds
respectively. The CSAT mission uses these fields to keep track of incoming mission messages and
compute related QoS metrics at the compute node. As a simplification, the topic is currently
implemented as a unique string value with statically allocated memory based on the length of
the mission’s longest topic string. The ’topic’ value is used by the control broker for name-based
forwarding.
The fields ’isPub’, ’isFwd’, and ’qoSMet’ are the control fields in the CSAT mission message
header. These fields represent flags that can be set to 0 or 1 to provide input to the control plane
at the control brokers. For ’isPub’, a value of 0 represents a subscription message while a value
of 1 represents a publish message. The field ’isFwd’ represents the direction of mission message
flow and is used for name-based forwarding to the correct interface. DMs from the CSAT sensor
nodes to compute nodes have an ’isFwd’ value of 1 while PMs from CSAT compute nodes to sensor
nodes have an ’isFwd’ value of 0. The CSAT feedback messages also use the ’qoSMet’ flag in every
feedback message to indicate whether the mission QoS was met. A ’qosMet’ value of 0 indicates
that the QoS was not met. To ensure that a subscription request does not keep getting forwarded
among control brokers indefinitely, a SUB message includes a time-to-live (TTL) metric equivalent
to the maximum number of hops required to connect any pair of control brokers in the APPSYS.
The TTL metric is decremented at each forwarding control broker and not forwarded after it reaches
a value of 0. We implement mission message transmission rates at each sensor node using an array
of available transmission rates where each rate is accessible using the correct index value. In DMs,
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the ’txRateIndex’ represents the current transmission rate being used by the sensor nodes. In PMs,

Diagram 13

this field represents any changes to the transmission rate that the broker control plane applies.
Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 provide further details of how these fields are utilized.

Header

Header

nodeID

sequenceNum

topic

ts_sec

ts_nsec

TTL

isPub

isFwd

qosMet

txRateIndex

Control Message
Fields

Mission data payload

Figure 4.4: Message Header with Control Fields

4.4.2

Name-based Forwarding
The SNAP framework transmits mission message using a pull-based mechanisms where

interested nodes must first send subscription requests for the topics of interest. Subscription requests
relevant to a mission are assumed to stay active for the duration of mission operations. When a
control broker receives a subscription request with a valid topic name, it adds the subscription topic
to its topic look-up data structure. It also forwards the subscription request to other control brokers
within the mesh broker overlay. In the example UAV swarm APPSYS in Fig. 4.3, the TTL value
for subscription requests is set to 1.
ICN implementations widely utilize trie-based, hash table-based, or bloom filter-based schemes
to implement topic look-up data structures [56]. In the current SNAP framework, we implement the
topic look-up data structure as a standard trie where each topic is entered as a string key. The trie
data structure is useful for topic look-ups due to its efficient lookup time and its property of storing
common name prefixes only once [38]. While a standard trie suffices for our current implementation
due to the use of simple string based topics and a very limited number of topics, future iterations
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of the SNAP framework development expect to support a larger range of hierarchical topics and
will potentially utilize data structures like path compressed character level tries [38]. For a mission
message published to a control broker, the control broker looks up the published message’s topic in
its topic look-up data structure; if a topic exists, the message is forwarded from the control broker.
Broadly, named-data forwarding is conducted by ensuring that messages published to a forwarding node are forwarded out of the same interfaces at which subscription requests were received.
This information is used to create reverse paths for forwarding published messages to subscribers.
The current implementation of named-data forwarding follows this principle and applies it to a system with 2 clusters where the control brokers have two interfaces. Each control broker in Fig. 4.3 has
two interfaces - an inbound interface connected to the cluster and an outbound interface connected
to the broker overlay connection. Further, each message contains a direction flag represented using
the ’isFwd’ field to indicate the intended direction of the message. When ’isFwd’ and ’isPub’ are
equal to 1, the message is understood to be a DM the sensor nodes and intended for the compute
nodes. Therefore, the control broker B1 in Fig. 4.3 forwards it out of its outbound interface towards
the broker overlay. At B2, messages with ’isFwd’ and ’isPub’ are understood to be intended for
the compute node within cluster 2. Similarly, ’isFwd’ equal to 0 represents a PM originating from
the compute node and intended for the sensor nodes; B1 forwards this message out of its inbound
interface while B2 forwards it out of its outbound interface. While sufficient for the performance
evaluation of the SNAP framework in a two-cluster APPSYS, this method isn’t readily scalable for a
multi-cluster system. For a multi-cluster system, the topic look-up data structure can be appended
with an identifier representing the interface at which the request was received. This feature is within
the future scope of the SNAP framework implementation.

4.4.3

Control Plane Extensions
The current implementation of the SNAP framework focuses on the control plane extensions

and decision-making possibilities at the control brokers within the APPSYS. The control broker
offers data services relevant to a mission whose success depends on the characteristics of mission
data transmission and the quality of mission data. At a high-level, the SNAP control plane at
the control broker utilizes system and mission state information to take control plane decisions that
dynamically enable the system to support mission QoS requirements. The system state metric in the
current experimental system is the link utilization observed at the control brokers. We define link
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utilization as the total network traffic being carried over a given broker link as a factor of the total
broker link capacity. The link utilization metric is expressed as a percentage of the total available
link capacity.
The mission QoS state is provided as a part of the mission feedback message from the
compute node to the sensor nodes. The ’qosMet’ field in the control message header shown in Fig. 4.4
is set to 1 if the mission QoS is met at the current time during operations, otherwise the value is set to
0. A value of 0 prompts control plane decision-making resulting in the implementation of a suitable
data service. As a part of mission state information, the control broker is also provided with a metric
representing the noise associated with a sensor nodes’ sensors. For the current implementation, we
assume that the sensor noise associated with a single on-board sensor or a combination of on-board
sensors is provided through the sensor manufacturer or empirical measurement studies in controlled
experimental environments. When a mission’s QoS requirements are not met at any point during
mission operations, the control broker utilizes the state information available to it to apply a relevant
data service. Fig. 4.5 shows the set of inputs provided to the control plane and the choices of data
services available within the current implementation. The control plane utilizes available system
state metrics, mission QoS requirements, and mission state information like on-board sensor noise
levels to provide an array of data services including transmission rate control, intelligent data fusion,
and sensor noise reduction. The choice of the applied data service is flexible and more than one data
service may be suitable for a specific situation. For example, intelligent data fusion and transmission
rate control are both valid choices to curb the impact of high link utilization at a control broker
on the mission QoS; and, sensor noise reduction and intelligent data fusion can both be applied
to reduce the impact of sensor noise on the mission QoS. In such cases, the mission may provide
additional state information through embedded scripts to guide the application of the appropriate
data service.

4.4.3.1

Transmission Rate Control
Transmission rate control and intelligent data fusion can be applied in response to the

impact of high link utilization on the mission QoS. For example, a control broker utilizing 100% of
its allocated link capacity will observe increased packet queuing delays or packet loss for incoming
mission messages from sensor nodes; therefore, any mission QoS requirements dependent on timely or
reliable reception of mission messages will be impacted by the increased delay. Our past performance
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Figure 4.5: Data services offered by the SNAP framework control plane

evaluations in VANETs and single-cluster UAV swarms, discussed in Section 3.1, illustrate that
severe performance degradation results from systems reaching 100% utilization due to high network
traffic loads. However, the transmission rate control data service provides a way to dynamically
reduce system traffic in response to high utilization, improve system performance, and support a
mission’s QoS requirements.
To apply transmission rate control, the control broker directs sensor nodes transmitting
mission data to reduce their message transmission rates. At the sensor nodes, reducing the transmission rates also corresponds to reducing the rate at which the on-board sensors collect new data
samples. To maintain uniformity of operations across all sensor nodes participating in a mission, we
utilize a range of permissible transmission rates as an array where specific transmission rates can
be accessed using the correct index. We assume that the control broker and the sensor nodes have
apriori knowledge of the array of permissible transmission rates. The current transmission rate is
known to the control broker through the incoming DMs from sensor nodes. Further, the control
plane decision to reduce sensor nodes’ transmission rates is applied by setting the index value in
’txRateIndex’ to the location of the desired transmission rate in the PMs being sent as feedback
from the compute nodes to the sensor nodes. Reducing the transmission rate is well-suited measure
when link utilization is prohibitively high.
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4.4.3.2

Intelligent Data Fusion
While reducing the transmission rate can be broadly applied to any mission collecting sensing

data, it may not be well-suited for scenarios where the data demonstrates a high degree of variance,
e.g., a target vehicle in CSAT moving at a fast pace with non-linear mobility. In such cases, reducing
the data rate may result in loss of critical information and impact the mission objective. n such cases,
intelligent data fusion serves as a suitable alternative. Using intelligent data fusion, information
from collected sensor data can be preserved while reducing the number of mission messages being
transmitted through the control broker. Here, we use the sensor noise information available to the
control broker to prioritize the transmission of data from more reliable sensor nodes. This data
service can also be utilized to limit the network resources used by a mission in an APPSYS with
shared resources, and improve the quality of data being transmitted to mission end-points with
respect to the sensor noise present in data from different sensor nodes.
Consider M1 , M2 , M3 , ..., Mt samples or sensor data readings from sensor nodes S1 , S2 , S3 , ..., St
with the mean µ and different sensor noise errors, where, Mt ∼ N (µ, σt2 ) and σt2 is the variance in
the measurement Mt . We first use the method of Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) to formulate an expression through which values of M1 , M2 , M3 , ..., Mt that provide a good estimate of µ,
known as µM LE can be found. Then, we utilize this expression to create a non-convex optimization
problem that minimizes the difference between µ and µM LE .The formulation of the intelligent data
fusion problem is shown below. This problem is solved using an exhaustive search technique.
Let X1 , X2 , ..., Xn be a random sample of n sensor readings observed from a sensor node St
with a mean µ and variance σt2 . Then, the probability density function as a function of µ and σt2
can be written as:
"
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(4.3)

We can extend equation 4.3 to solve the problem of computing the maximum likelihood
estimate, µM LE for different number of samples from each sensor node subject to the individual
sensor noise variance at each node’s on-board sensors.
Here, we solve this problem for 3 sensor nodes, S1 , S2 , S3 by computing µM LE for (m+n+q)
samples received by S1 , S2 , and S3 , where
X1 , X2 , ...., Xm ∼ N (µ, σx2 )
Y1 , Y2 , ...., Yn ∼ N (µ, σy2 )

(4.4)

Z1 , Z2 , ...., Zq ∼ N (µ, σz2 )
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are the means of samples in S1 , S2 , S3

respectively.
Taking the derivative of the log-likelihood w.r.t. µ and setting it to 0, we get
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The non-convex optimization is formulated as:
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(4.6)

(4.7)

min E[(µ − µ̂M LE )2 ]
s.t.

0≤m≤N
(4.8)

0≤n≤N
0≤q≤N
m+n+q =T

where, N is the number of data samples or mission messages being transmitted from each
sensor node per unit time according to the current transmission rate; and, T is the total number
of messages per unit time that the control broker would like to forward based on the reduced
transmission rate.
The control broker applies data fusion by knowing the optimal number of messages to
transmit per unit time for a given sensor node, and performing a local averaging function to reduce
the current number of messages from that sensor node to the optimal number of messages. For
example, the control broker would average the sensing data from every

N
M

messages from S1 before

forwarded.

4.4.3.3

Sensor Noise Reduction
Sensor noise in an on-board sensor is generally defined as unwanted variations in the sensor

output that are independent of variations in the actual data being captured. Sensors like optical
cameras and LiDAR sensors utilized on UAVs typically come with expected noise or accuracy level
in the specifications provided by the manufacturers. Further, noise-levels from multiple on-board
sensors operating together contribute to the overall sensor noise. Filtering techniques like Kalman
filtering or wavelet transforms are applied to reduce the noise in noisy sensor readings [55]. The
objective of sensor noise reduction as a data service is to reduce the sensor noise associated with
the data being forwarded by the control broker. There are numerous benefits to applying this data
service. First, it provides better quality of data to missions in the APPSYS reliant on the quality of
collected data. Specifically, missions where noise reduction is not applied at the mission end-points
can benefit from this data service. Second, it abstracts the computation required for applying a
critical compute-intensive technique like filtering away from resource-constrained nodes and on to
more computationally capable control brokers. Third, the APPSYS’s network and communication
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resources are better utilized when the data quality of mission messages being transmitted is high.
We assume that this service is provided in response to a special flag set by a mission end-point to
indicate high inaccuracies in sensor data. In response, the control broker applies Kalman filtering
to reduce the sensor noise in all mission messages related to the mission in question. The Kalman
filtering method is discussed in detail in Section 5.1.5. For this data service, the portion of Kalman
filtering relevant only to improving the estimation of the received sensor measurement is applied.

4.5

Summary
The SNAP framework supplements the APPSYS architecture to meet the communication

requirements of data-intensive and QoS-sensitive missions in an APPSYS. The two key technologies
used in this framework are name-based message dissemination, conducted using the publish-subscribe
communication paradigm, and the extension of brokers used for name-based forwarding to create a
distributed and hierarchical software-defined control plane. Further, the SNAP framework provisions
two broker types: control brokers and local brokers. Each cluster comprises one node provisioned as
the control broker while all other nodes function as local brokers. Control brokers facilitate intra- and
inter- cluster communication; inter-cluster communication is conducted over a broker mesh overlay
with rich multipath connectivity. Control brokers form the top level of the hierarchical control plane
within a cluster and are strategically well-placed to make impactful control plane decisions that can
support a mission’s QoS requirements. Control plane decisions are based on system and mission
state information available to the brokers through special control fields in the mission message header
and underlying health scripts.
The current implementation of the SNAP framework is focused on enabling named-data
forwarding within the APPSYS and control plane extensions that enable the control brokers within
a UAV swarm APPSYS to support the QoS requirements of a data-intensive and QoS-sensitive CSAT
mission. The mission involves transmitting sensing data as mission messages from a group of sensor
nodes in one cluster to a compute node in another cluster. Forwarding is conducted through the
cluster’s control brokers. The control brokers accept system state, represented using link utilization
at various broker links, and mission state, represented using the mission QoS state and provided
as a part of the mission’s feedback messages from the compute node to the sensor nodes, to make
control plane decisions and implement data services that can meet a mission QoS. Further, the
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control brokers are also provided with the state of sensor noise in various sensor nodes. When a
mission QoS requirement is not met, the control broker may utilize one of its available data services
to fulfill the mission’s QoS requirements. The current implementation allows the control brokers to
implement transmission rate reduction, intelligent data fusion, and sensor noise reduction as data
services.
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Chapter 5

Performance Evaluation of a UAV
Swarm APPSYS
UAVs provide critical airborne functions in many critical domains, especially on the battlefield, where they can conduct reconnaissance, surveillance, and target search and tracking missions.
UAV-supported missions on the battlefield are expected to be safety-critical, QoS-sensitive, and
require the collection, transmission, and analysis of a substantial amount of sensor data. Further,
UAVs utilized on the battlefield may have a varied range of size, distance and power capability,
physics-based abilities, and available computational and memory resources. For example, the MQ-1
Predator drone weighing 512 kilograms with a wingspan of 16.8 meters is an example of a large UAV
deployed on the battlefield [9]. In contrast, a Wasp III, weighing 6 kilograms with a wingspan of 72.3
centimeters, is an example of a small UAV deployed on the battlefield[19]. While large UAVs are
more resource-capable than small UAVs, small UAVs bring numerous benefits in operations where
scalable and flexible deployment is required. For example, small UAVs can better serve a mission
in an urban area due to their higher maneuverability. Further, smaller UAVs are cost-effective
compared to large UAVs.
Standard UAV operations on the battlefield are infrastructure-based, where each UAV communicates with the control station (CS) using a wireless radio, satellite, or data link. The UAVs
transmit mission-relevant sensing data in the form of mission messages to the CS, which may enlist
a computational system and a human operator for data analysis and decision-making. However,
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the frequent closed-loop or human-in-the-loop decision-making over a long-range wireless link incurs
high communication latency and impacts the performance of time-sensitive missions. The efficiency
of UAVs on the battlefield can be increased by measures that allow a subset of the data analysis
tasks to be conducted locally and limit the dependency on the CS. Thus, requiring the provisioning
of additional computational capabilities on the UAVs. Additional computational capabilities can be
easily provisioned for larger-sized UAVs with adequate power and physics-based capabilities. For example, a large battlefield UAV, MQ-9 Reaper, can be retrofitted with a high-performance embedded
computer (HPEC) to support on-board data analysis [6]. However, small-sized UAVs cannot sustain such a solution’s additional payload and power requirements. For these UAVs, computational
power can be provisioned by organizing multiple small UAVs into a UAV swarm and leveraging their
integrated computational capabilities in a distributed manner [84, 89].
The organization of resource-constrained small-sized UAVs as a swarm gives rise to several intellectual challenges in network and communication complexities, task allocation and resource
management, and dynamic and coordinated path planning and formation control [28, 85]. The
APPSYS design with the SNAP communication framework addresses network and communication
complexities challenges. UAVs within a swarm are low-powered; therefore, they have limited transmission ranges and require replacement during time-consuming missions. Further, mobility patterns
of airborne UAVs may result in a UAV drifting away from the swarm’s transmission range. These
factors result in frequent topology changes and require dynamic swarm reconfiguration. In sparse
UAV swarms, topology changes may also result in network partitioning [44]. Therefore, a UAV
swarm requires a robust communication framework to meet mobility and intermittent connectivity
challenges. Additional network challenges are presented due to constraints on the UAV swarm’s network and computational resources that result in increased processing, propagation, and transmission
times. Meanwhile, a UAV swarm is expected to support data-intensive and QoS-sensitive missions
conducted in a distributed manner. Network and computational resources limitation impacts the
mission QoS. Thus, the communication framework utilized in the swarm must also provide support
to handle data disruption and the impact of various network and communication challenges on the
mission QoS requirements. The communication framework should also be flexible in response to
dynamically changing network and system conditions and mission QoS requirements. Further, a
prudent feature in the communication framework would be applicability to a broad range of CPSs
supporting a general category of data-intensive and QoS-sensitive missions.
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The aim of the APPSYS design and the SNAP communication framework is to provide
underlying communication and data services that any mission in an APPSYS can leverage to fulfil
its QoS requirements. Transforming a UAV swarm into a UAV swarm APPSYS can help overcome
the swarm’s network and communication challenges and meet the goals of a data-intensive and QoSsensitive mission. First, ICN-based communication through brokers provides disruption tolerance
and faster connection reinstatement. Within each cluster, the use of name-based broadcast communication ensures that a reconnected node can rapidly resume transmission of relevant mission
data. If disconnected, the broker cache at the disconnected node can store a reasonable amount of
recently collected sensor data for future transmission. Second, the SNAP framework’s distributed
and hierarchical control plane provides data services required for a data-intensive and QoS-sensitive
mission. The control plane determines the appropriate data service dynamically based on the current
state of the mission QoS, the mission’s QoS requirements, and the current system state. The data
services currently implemented in the SNAP framework are stated in Section 4.4.3. The available
data services include transmission rate control, intelligent data fusion, and sensor noise reduction.
Transmission rate control is generally applicable to all missions, while intelligent data fusion and
sensor noise reduction are applicable to missions reliant on collection, transmission, and analysis of
numeric sensor data from the sensor nodes’ on-board sensors.
The present performance evaluation’s objective is to assess the UAV swarm APPSYS to
support the QoS requirements of data-intensive and QoS-sensitive missions, especially in adverse
communication conditions where traditional methods demonstrate performance limitations. Our
prior performance evaluation study using a single cluster UAV swarm and a VANET, discussed in
Section 3.1, indicate that traditional communication methods like UDP-based unicast, broadcast,
and publish-subscribe communication using a single broker demonstrate degradation in performance
due to prohibitively high latency as overall system traffic load is increased and network resource utilization approaches 100% [49, 50]. Further, traditional methods do not offer ”graceful” standardized
measures to respond to network impairment. The control plane features within the SNAP framework
are expected to apply data services in response to various network impairment conditions that impact
mission QoS, thus, providing the ability to support mission QoS in adverse conditions. For the purpose of this evaluation, we implement a UAV swarm APPSYS with two clusters, shown in Fig. 5.1,
using a physical hardware testbed. Communication in the testbed utilizes the SNAP framework
implementation discussed in Section 4.4. The CSAT mission is the representative data-intensive
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and QoS-sensitive mission considered in this work. To aid our study, we develop CSAT mission
application software that can integrate with the APPSYS design and operate within the hardware
testbed. The objective of the CSAT application is to accurately detect a moving object of interest.
Further, we specifically focus the performance evaluation on the impact of control plane decisions
offered at the control brokers on the system’s ability to support the mission QoS requirements.

5.1

CSAT Implementation
In this section, we present details of the CSAT mission application software developed for this

work. The CSAT mission utilizes the integrated sensing and compute capabilities of the UAV swarm
APPSYS to search for and continuously track a target of interest. This CSAT implementation can
be integrated with the APPSYS architecture and utilizes numerous UAVs distributed over multiple
APPSYS clusters to accomplish mission-related functions. The primary mission-related functions
for the CSAT mission are data sensing and perception, conducted by one or more sensor nodes
equipped with adequate sensors, and data analysis of collected data, conducted by one or more
compute nodes provisioned with sufficient compute capabilities.
To aid our study, we assume that all sensor nodes participating in the CSAT mission are
located in a single cluster in the experimental system, and a single compute node located in a different
cluster is used for data analysis. The system of interest for this measurement-study is illustrated in
Fig. 5.1. The sensor nodes are S1, S2, and S3 in cluster 1, and the compute node is C1 in cluster 2.
Nodes B1 and B2 are the control brokers for clusters 1 and 2 respectively. Communication between
the sensor nodes and the compute node is through the respective clusters’ control brokers. These
assumptions allow us to further focus our study on the control broker B1 as the strategic point to
apply control plane decision-making. The present system can be extended to incorporate multiple
compute nodes by creating mappings between sensor nodes and their corresponding compute nodes,
and selection of a compute node for final data aggregation and analysis. Messages from the sensor
nodes to the compute node travel in the ’Forward’ direction, while feedback messages from the
compute node to the sensor nodes travel in the ’Feedback’ direction shown in Fig. 5.1.
For the CSAT mission, participating sensor nodes collect sensor data which is forwarded to
the compute nodes as Data Messages (DMs). The sensor data includes the target’s current position in
the XY Cartesian plane. The compute node aggregates input related to the target’s current position
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from all DMs. It then uses Kalman filtering to predict the target location at the next time step
based on the aggregated sensor input. The predicted position is transmitted in the form of Process
Messages (PMs) to the Control Station(CS) associated with the UAV swarm APPSYS and fed back
to the sensor nodes to inform the nodes’ flight plans and assist with continuous target tracking.
Therefore, the objective of the implemented CSAT mission is to continuously and accurately predict
a target’s future positions at each time step following a successful initial search confirming the
target location. We assume that the sensor nodes participating in the CSAT application identify
the initial target location using an existing method such as an expensive one-time sweep of the
target region discussed in [81]. When at least one participating sensor node identifies the target, it
uses an intra-cluster CSAT message to share the target location with other sensor nodes. This step
orients all sensor nodes to the correct location and establishes trust through the confirmation of the
target location by multiple sensor nodes. The CSAT application software comprises two components,

Diagram 11

csatTx and csatRx, implemented on the sensor and compute nodes respectively. The software code

is implemented using the C programming language.
Sensor,
broker and compute nodes
Cluster 1

Cluster 2

S1
Forward
Feedback
S2

B2

B1

C1

S3

Legend:
S* - Sensor nodes
B* - Control Brokers
C* - Compute node
- Data services
Tn

Timescale

Figure 5.1: CSAT mission operating in a two cluster UAV swarm APPSYS
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5.1.1

Participating UAVs
The CSAT mission using k nodes within the UAV swarm APPSYS has (k − 1) sensor

nodes represented as Si where i = 1, 2, 3, ..., k − 1 and 1 compute node represented as Cj where
j = 1. The illustrative target is an adversarial combatant vehicle, VT , that the CSAT mission
is tasked with tracking. We assume that the Control Station (CS) associated with the APPSYS
assigns appropriate sensor and compute nodes to the mission apriori, and notifies them of the set
of named-data topics relevant to CSAT mission operations. This CSAT implementation uses two
simple string based topics, csatfwd and csatfdb. DMs from sensor nodes to the compute node are
published with csatfwd, while PMs from the compute node to the sensor nodes are published with
csatfdb. Therefore, sensor and compute nodes send subscription requests to their clusters’ control
brokers for the topics csatfdb and csatfwd, respectively, to set up mission communication. Their
respective cluster’s control brokers forward the subscription request to all control brokers in the
mesh overlay to facilitate topic-based forwarding. For example, S1, S2, and S3 in Fig. 5.1 send
subscription requests for the topic csatfdb to B1 which forwards the request to B2; and, C1 sends
a subscription request for the topic csatfwd to B2 which forwards the request to B1. We assume
that the subscription requests remain active for the duration of mission operations. Section 4.1.3
provides relevant details of name-based forwarding through clusters’ control brokers in the SNAP
framework. Further, we assume that the flight endurance of all nodes participating in the CSAT
application is greater than the length of the mission. Regarding each UAV’s flight plan, we assume
that UAVs use Global Positioning Systems (GPS) or Inertial Navigation Systems (INS) for position
determination [83]; and, there exists an underlying swarm control algorithm that ensures successful
translation of the predicted target position into collision-free trajectories followed by the UAVs [81].

CSAT Sensor Nodes
Each sensor node Si collects sensing data relevant to the task of locating and tracking VT .
A sensor node may have more than one on-board sensors, for example, any combination of an optical
camera, infrared sensor, radar sensor, and a depth perception sensor. We assume that each sensor
conducts local data perception and transmits the target vehicle’s position represented as a (x, y)
point in the two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate plane. For sensor nodes with multiple on-board
sensors, we assume that sensor data fusion is used to provide the final measurement. However, Si ’s
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observed position of VT at time t deviates from the true position of VT as a factor of the cumulative
noise error in the on-board sensors and the sensor node’s distance from VT at time t. Therefore, Si
reports a variation of the true position of VT .
The message transmission rate is a crucial parameter at the CSAT sensor nodes. The
transmission rate in our CSAT implementation is directly proportional to the sampling rate at
which Si collects sensing data. While a higher sampling rate may improve the accuracy of predicting
a target’s position, it may also result in higher link utilization and additional latency within the
system. For cohesive operations, all Si utilize the same transmission rate. DMs from sensor nodes
carry the index of the transmission rate applied at Si in the ’txRateIndex’ header field. Control
brokers apply a reduction in transmission rate by changing the index value in the same field; Si
monitors incoming messages for a change in the ’txRateIndex’ header field. DMs from sensor nodes
may also contain raw sensor data or a data digest within each message for additional data analysis
required at the compute node or the CS. The message size of the DM reflects the additional sensor
data included in each message.

CSAT Compute Nodes
Compute nodes Cj are selected based on their computational ability to support the required
computation and proximity to participating sensor nodes. At time t, the compute node C1 receives
mission messages from each Si containing its observation about VT ’s position, (xi (t), yi (t)). It
accumulates the incoming messages from each Si for a time period ∆T , referred to as C TIME in
csatTx. The average value of the accumulated messages within time ∆T , calculated as the arithmetic
mean, is used to represent a singular position for VT at the end of each ∆T time period.
A singular VT position at time n in the compute node, where n = Tn−1 + ∆T , is expressed
as:

(x′n , y′n ) =

τ
k
1 XX
(xi (t), yi (t))
M t=1 i=1

(5.1)

where, M is the total number of mission messages received from all Si in C TIME = ∆T ; k is the
total number of CSAT sensor nodes; and, each Si transmits messages from time t = 1, 2, 3, ...τ . It
should be noted that each Si may not send an equal number of messages within ∆T . Further, ∆T
is carefully selected such that the target vehicle position does not change significantly during this
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time and the position (x′n , y′n ) remains a fair approximation of VT ’s position at time n with respect
to the perceived sensor nodes’ VT positions.
Each position (x′n , y′n ) at time n is input into a Kalman Filter to form a good estimate
of VT ’s current position at time n and predict the next position at time n + 1 where n + 1 is
the generally written to signify n + ∆T . Fig. 5.2 illustrates the process that the compute node
follows to predict VT ’s position. In the figure, (x̂n,n , ŷn,n ) represents the estimated position of VT
at time n; and, (x̂n+1,n , ŷn+1,n ) represents the predicted position of VT at time n for time n + 1.
The compute node sends the predicted position (x̂n+1,n , ŷn+1,n ) to the sensor nodes as a PM. The
aggregation of mission messages from the sensor nodes before using the Kalman filtering technique
is motivated by conservation of computational resources required to repeatedly run Kalman filtering
on resource-constrained UAVs. Section 5.1.5 discusses the target position prediction using Kalman
filter in further detail.

Sensor Nodes

S1 S2 S3
Compute Node

ΔT

2ΔT

3ΔT

{

0

4ΔT

nΔT

Average (x′n , y′n )
Kalman Filter

Feedback
Message

Current
Predicted
Estimate of VT Position of VT

̂ , yn,n
̂
xn,n

￼

̂
̂
xn+1,n
, yn+1,n

￼

Figure 5.2: Data analysis at the CSAT compute node
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5.1.2

Target of Interest
The target vehicle of interest is mobile and capable of changing its velocity. However, we

assume that the average speed for the duration of the mission is ≈ 15 meters/second approximately.
We assume that the vehicle follows constant acceleration dynamics. We do not possess any additional
information about the target’s actual speed, direction, or chosen course during the mission. We
further assume that after the initial search, the sensor nodes do not lose the vehicle even though
their tracking might become inaccurate.

5.1.3

QoS Requirements & Metric
This CSAT mission’s success is defined by prediction accuracy, i.e., the accuracy of predicting

the target vehicle VT ’s future position at the next time step at the compute node. The compute node
uses DMs received from all sensor nodes within a time-period ∆T to compute an average value that is
input into the Kalman filter for predicting VT ’s future position. Generally, the quality and quantity
of sensing data received during this time-period leads to better accuracy in the average value input
into the Kalman filter and improves the overall prediction accuracy. Factors like increased latency
and packet loss experienced by DMs result in stale or lost sensing data and impact the quality and
quantity of messages received at the compute node. In the csatRx application software, DMs with an
expected arrival time < or > the start and end time representing the ∆T time period are considered
stale and rejected. We measure expected arrival time, TA as the TM + δ, where TM is the DM’s
transmission timestamp and δ is the expected latency for the arrival of a DM within the system.
Therefore, we express CSAT’s QoS requirement in terms of the One-Way Delay (OWD)
experienced by DMs arriving at the compute node. We define OWD for a DM m from a sensor node
Si as

OW Dm = Tarrival − Ttransmission

(5.2)

where, Tarrival marks the time at which a DM is received at the compute node and Ttransmission
marks the time at which it was transmitted from Si .
For M messages received from all sensor nodes during a time-period ∆T , average OWD is
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defined as
OW Davg =

M
1 X
dm (M )
M i=1

(5.3)

The compute node uses the OW Davg at the end of every ∆T time to monitor the mission’s
QoS state. Specifically, we use an upper-bound value of acceptable OWD that has been determined
experimentally as the QoS requirement. Additionally, we use distance error for the analysis of
prediction accuracy observed for conducted experiments. Distance error is defined as the measured
distance between VT ’s actual position as time n and its position predicted by the compute node for
time n at time n − 1. Distance error is expressed as

derror =

q

(xT n − x̂n+1,n )2 + (yT n − ŷn+1,n )2

(5.4)

where, (xT n , yT n ) represents the VT ’s true position at time n, and (x̂n+1,n , ŷn+1,n ) represents
the position predicted by the compute node. Prediction accuracy is generally inversely proportional
to distance error, i.e., high distance error indicates low prediction accuracy.

5.1.4

CSAT Message Header
DMs and PMs used within the CSAT mission utilize the message header illustrated in

Fig. 4.4. The ’nodeId’, ’sequenceNum’, ’ts sec’, and ’ts nsec’ are set individually at each sensor
node. For all DMs, the ’topic’ field is csatfwd, ’isPub’ and ’isFwd’ are set to 1, and the qosMet field
is not considered. The ’txRateIndex’ is set to reflect the same transmission rate at all sensor nodes.
For all PMs, the ’topic’ field is csatfdb, and the ’isPub’ and ’isFwd’ fields are set to 0. Each PM
verifies whether the mission QoS requirement was met prior to creating a PM and sets the ’qosMet’
field in the PM to either 0 (not met) or 1 (met). The control broker applies a suitable data service
in response to the ’qosMet’ value being set to 0 in an incoming PM. The TTL field is used for
subscription messages and discussed in Section 4.1.3.

5.1.5

Target Position Prediction using Kalman filtering
The discrete Kalman filter is a recursive set of mathematical equations that is used to

estimate the state of a discrete time-controlled process from noisy measurement inputs[82]. Kalman
filters have been applied in mobile CPSs like VANETs and UAV swarms to the general problem of
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estimating the position of an object of interest from noisy input [35, 58, 59]. The general problem
that the Kalman filter addresses is that of estimating the state Xn+1 of a process governed by the
state extrapolation equation

xn+1 = Axn + wn

(5.5)

with a measurement Zn expressed using the measurement equation

Zn = Hxn + vn

(5.6)

In equation 5.5, the state Xn+1 is a n × 1 matrix representing the minimal data required
to describe the system’s behavior. The n × n matrix A is the state transition matrix that relates
the state at time step n to time step n + 1. In 5.6, Zn measurement vector input to the system at
time step n where xn represents the true system state. H is a m × n matrix that relates the state
xn to the measurement Zn . H is known as the Observation Matrix.
The random variables wn and vn in 5.5 and 5.6 respectively represent the process noise and
the measurement uncertainty. They are Gaussian with probability distributions

p(wn ) ∼ N (0, Q)

(5.7)

p(vn ) ∼ N (0, R)

(5.8)

where, Q and R are the n × n and 2 × 2 process noise and measurement covariance matrices
respectively.
The Kalman filter estimates the state of a system through two steps following a feedback
loop: update and measurement. The equations used by the Kalman filter fall into one of these two
categories. The update equations project the current state estimate and the estimate uncertainty
at time step n forward to obtain the a priori estimates the next time step n + 1. The measurement
equations incorporate a new measurement Zn into the a priori estimate from the last time step
n − 1 to obtain an improved a posteriori state estimate and compute the estimate uncertainty for
the present time step n.
The specific equations for Kalman Filter’s measurement and update steps are shown below.
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For every new measurement Zn at time step n, the a posteriori state estimate is expressed using
the state update equation

x̂n,n = x̂n,n−1 + Kn (Zn − H x̂n,n−1 )

(5.9)

where, Kn is the Kalman Gain at time n and x̂n,n−1 is the a priori system state.
Kalman Gain Kn is expressed as
Kn = Pn,n−1 H T (HPn,n−1 H T + Rn )−1

(5.10)

where, Pn,n−1 is the a priori estimate uncertainty matrix.
The covariance update equation computes the a posteriori estimate uncertainty as a n × n
matrix.
T
Pn,n = (I − Kn H)Pn,n−1 (I − Kn H)T + Kn Rn Kn

(5.11)

Equations 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11 represent the measurement equations. A simplified version of
the state extrapolation equation in equation 5.5 and a covariance extrapolation equation are used
to obtain the a priori estimates for time step n + 1.
In the case of a target vehicle detection, no known control input is applied. Therefore,
equation 5.5 is simplified to the form

x̂n+1,n = Ax̂n,n

(5.12)

The covariance extrapolation equation is expressed as

Pn+1,n = AP n,n AT + Q

(5.13)

Equations 5.12 and 5.13 represent the update equations.

Position Prediction Algorithm at the Compute Node
The objective of the position prediction algorithm at Cj is to predict the location of the
target vehicle, VT , at time n + 1 given all Si ’s reporting of the target’s positions till time n. The
Kalman filter predicts VT ’s position x̂n+1,n , ŷn+1,n for time n + 1 at time n on the XY Cartesian
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plane. We assume constant acceleration dynamics for VT . However, it is expected that any turning
motions made by VT will result in angular acceleration whose projection on the X and Y axis will
not be constant. Therefore, the system state for the target vehicle VT at time n is defined by by a
6 × 1 matrix as

x
 n
 
 ẋ 
 n
 
 
 ẍn 

xn = 
 
 yn 
 
 
 ẏ 
 n
 
ÿn


(5.14)

where, xn , ẋn , and ẍn represent VT ’s position, velocity, and acceleration in the x axis; and,
yn , ẏn , and ÿn represent VT ’s position, velocity, and acceleration in the y axis.
The following set of equations extrapolate the estimated state at time n + 1 given the state
at time n, where ∆T is the rate at which the Kalman filter receives a new measurement in csatRx.

ˆn,n ∆T + 1 ẍ
ˆn,n ∆T 2
x̂n+1,n = x̂n,n + ẋ
2
ˆn+1,n = ẋ
ˆn,n + ẍ
ˆn,n ∆T
ẋ
ˆn+1,n = ẍ
ˆn,n
ẍ
ŷn+1,n

1
= ŷn,n + ẏˆn,n ∆T + ÿˆn,n ∆T 2
2
ẏˆn+1,n = ẏˆn,n + ÿˆn,n ∆T
ÿˆn+1,n = ÿˆn,n

Therefore, A can be written as a 6 × 6 matrix
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(5.15)
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We assume a discrete-noise model and derive the process noise matrix Q for a model with
constant acceleration motion as
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where, σa2 represents random variance in acceleration for VT .
The measurement,
x′n , y′n , provided to the Kalman filter is in the form of a 2 × 1 matrix


x′n 
zn written as 
. Therefore, from equation 5.6, the observation matrix H is a 2 × 6 matrix
y′n


1 0 0 0 0 0 
H=
(5.18)

0 0 0 1 0 0
The measurement covariance matrix R is written as

2
σx′n
R=
0


0 


(5.19)

2
σy′
n

2
2
where, σx′
and σy′
represent the measurement error in the x and y coordinates. Off-line
n
n

tuning is performed to set constant values of R and Q suitable for VT ’s trajectory.
Finally, the following initial values for x̂0,0 and P0,0 are set.
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Algorithm 1 elaborates on the position prediction steps implemented in the csatRx application software code implemented on the CSAT compute node, Cj . Here, (xi , yi ) represents the
VT ’s position received from any Si ; N is the total number of messages received at Cj from all Si
during time ∆T ; cT imestart and cT imeend mark the beginning and end of every ∆T time; and,
T represents current system time. With respect to Kalman filter operations, csatRx initializes the
values for A, Q, H, and R as specified in Equations 5.16, 5.17, 5.18, and 5.19. curX, curP, nextX,
and nextP refer to x̂n,n , P̂n,n , x̂n+1,n , and P̂n+1,n at time n. The initial values for curX and curP
are set as shown in Equations 5.20 and 5.21. lastX and lastP have the same dimensions as curX
and curP.

5.2
5.2.1

Experimental Setup and Methodology
Hardware Testbed
The hardware testbed setup for this evaluation represents a UAV swarm APPSYS with

2 clusters shown in Fig. 5.1. The testbed comprises commodity hardware devices representing a
heterogeneous UAV swarm with a varied range of resource capabilities. Devices used in the testbed
include Raspberry Pi 2, Intel NUC mini PC, and Beelink SEi 10 mini PC [15, 7, 2]. Raspberry Pi
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Algorithm 1: Position Prediction Algorithm at the CSAT Compute Node
Data: xi , yi , xT otal , yT otal , N, cT imestart , cT imeend , δ, ∆T, T
Result: xn+1,n , yn+1,n
initialization A, Q, H, R, curX, curP ;
begin;
cT imef lag ← true;
cT imeend ← Tf irstArrival + ∆T ;
lastX = curX;
lastP = curP ;
while incoming messages from Si do
if cTimeflag then
if TmsgArrival + δ ≥ cT imestart then
xT otal ← xT otal + xi ;
yT otal ← yT otal + yi ;
N ← N + 1;
if T ≥ cT imeend then
cT imef lag ← f alse
x′n ← xT otal /N ;
yn′ ← yT otal /N ;
xT otal , yT otal , N ← 0;
Z ← x′n , yn′ ;
kalmanGain ← lastP T × (H × lastP × H T + R)−1 ;
curX ← lastX + kalmanGain × (Z − H);
curP ←
(I−kalmanGain×H)lastP ×(I−kalmanGain×H)T +kalmanGain×R×kalmanGainT ;
nextX ← A × curX;
nextP ← A × curP × AT + Q;
xn+1,n ← nextX[0][0];
yn+1,n ← nextX[3][0];
lastX ← nextX;
lastP ← nextP ;
end
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2 nodes are used as sensor nodes (S1,S2,S3) while Intel NUC and Beelink SEi 10 mini PCs are used
as the compute node C1 and the control broker B1 respectively. C1 is the primary device under
study. All devices run Linux-based operating systems. Wired connectivity is established in order to
decouple the present evaluation from the complexities of a specific wireless access method. However,
the evaluation results are generally applicable to wireless radio access systems that use scheduled or
random medium access control.
Connectivity within the testbed resembles APPSYS communication such that nodes within
each cluster use the cluster’s broadcast address for message transmission; messages between clusters
1 and 2 are forwarded through control brokers B1 and B2 over a point-to-point link representing
the broker overlay. Wired links used in the testbed supported high link throughput of 100 Mbps.
However, rate limiting measures are applied through the Linux Traffic Control utility to limit the
egress and ingress bandwidth for all relevant nodes to 100 kbps [16]. Even for wireless access methods
supporting higher bandwidth, it is possible for a specific UAV swarm mission to only have access
to limited bandwidth due to network slicing. Further, results from the performance evaluation are
applicable for any APPSYS where the mission data transmission requirements result in considerably
high network traffic and high utilization of system resources. For reliable measurements of the QoS
metric, OWD, all APPSYS nodes are time-syncronized using the chrony implementation of the
Network Time Protocol (NTP) [8]. Additional specifications of the hardware testbed are provided
in Appendix A.

5.2.2

Performance Evaluation Software
The software used for this evaluation includes the CSAT mission application software and

the SNAP framework’s control broker software written using the C programming language. The
CSAT mission software has two main components, csatTx and csatRx. Sensor nodes use csatTx to
first subscribe to the csatfdb topic of interest to them and then publish DMs with VT ’s observed
positions and the topic csatfwd to the control broker B1. Communication from csatTx to the
control broker uses broadcast-based messages sent over a UDP socket. The message transmission
rate, total number of messages to transmit, and the message size are experimental parameters that
can be adjusted in csatTx. The code accepts a text data file with comma-separated XY positions to
simulate sensing data representing its observations of VT ’s position. Synchronization among sensor
nodes is implemented using a busywait period that ensures that all sensor nodes start transmitting
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sensing data at the same time. Busywait is also used to implement the correct transmission rate.
The ’nodeID’ for each Si in the message header is unique. ’sequenceNum’, ’ts sec’, and ’ts nsec’ are
set individually per DM per Si . The topic for the initial subscribe message and the following pub
messages are set appropriately, and a TTL value of 1 to aid the forwarding of subscribe messages
among control brokers. Each sensor node also sets the ’isPub’, ’isFwd’ and ’txRateIndex’ values.
csatTx inspects the ’txRateIndex’ value in incoming PMs for a notification of a transmission rate
change. Other header values are set to default and considered relevant.
Similarly, the csatRx code in C1 sends a subscribe message to enable receiving messages
on the topic csatfwd. It receives and processes DMs for a C TIME 1 second. The number of
messages received within this time-period depend on the message transmission rates and message
sizes used at the sensor nodes. For example, 15 total DMs are received at the compute node for
three sensor nodes transmitting 500 Bytes messages at 20 kbps. The OWD for each incoming
message, computed every time a message is received, and the total number of received messages are
used to compute the average OWD for this time period. At the end of each time-period, csatRx
compares the OW Davg with the OWD QoS requirement to populate the ’qosMet’ field in the PM’s
message header. Additionally, the target vehicle’s positions obtained from all DMs received within
this C TIME are averaged and provided as input to the Kalman filtering function at the end of this
time-period. The compute node sets the ’nodeID’, ’sequenceNum, ’ts sec’, ’ts nsec’, ’isPub’, ’isFwd’,
and ’qosMet’ values within a PM’s message header. Finally, csatRx outputs two data files at the end
of each experiment - one with all raw samples obtained for all sensor nodes during the experiment,
and another with the output of the Kalman filter algorithm at the end of every C TIME.
The main component of the control broker software is the broker. The broker code is
implemented on the control brokers B1 and B2. However, the range of functionality currently offered
within the SNAP framework is implemented in the control broker under study, B1. Generally, the
broker code accepts broadcast-based messages over a UDP socket from within its cluster. It handles
subscription requests by first confirming that the ’isPub’ value is set to 0, and then checking if the
topic in the message header exists in the topic lookup trie data structure. A topic that doesn’t
previously exist is added to the trie. Similarly, it forwards published messages by first checking that
an existing subscription for the topic exists. Then, messages are forwarded through appropriate
interfaces using the value in the ’isFwd’ flag as discussed in Section 4.4.2.
The broker uses modes corresponding to the three data services implemented in the SNAP
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Broker Mode

Data Service

0
1
2
3

Forward Only
Transmission Rate Reduction
Intelligent Data Fusion
Sensor Noise Reduction

Table 5.1: Broker modes and corresponding data services

framework as shown in Table 5.1. Broker B2 only operates in Mode 0 within the current experimental
system, while B1 can operate in any mode. Mode 0 conducts publish-subscribe forwarding using
UDP sockets and sets the performance baseline for this study, and modes 1 - 3 implement data
services offered through the control plane. At B1, the broker code inspects the message header
for all incoming messages with ’isFwd’= 0, i.e., all PMs. If the ’qosMet’ flag within an incoming
message is set to 0, B1 sets an internal flag that indicates that a data service needs to be applied.
It is assumed that the applied data service is selected based on the system state and embedded
scripts provided by the sensor nodes. Within this study, the system state is expressed as B1’s links’
utilization and is know while the knowledge provided through embedded scripts is assumed.

5.2.3

Target Vehicle and UAV Swarm Mobility Models
We assume that the target is mobile with constant acceleration dynamics. However, turning

points in target trajectory result in angular acceleration whose impact on the X and Y axis is not
constant. We utilize two target vehicle profiles for our performance evaluation, PPRZ and CRV. Both
models follow a mobility model based on random waypoints. However, PPRZ utilizes straight linear
paths between defined waypoints, and CRV utilizes curved paths between defined waypoints. Both
models follow a vehicle speed of ≈ 15 meters/sec. The PPRZ model is generated using an open-source
implementation of the Paparazzi mobility model for the NS3 discrete-event simulator [13]. The CRV
model is generated using the Waypoint Trajectory Generator in MATLAB [20]. Each target vehicle
profile is a set of data-points taken at the rate of 100 samples/second from these models. The UAV
swarm mobility models are obtained from the target vehicle profiles using computations described
in this section and implemented using MATLAB.
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Sensor Nodes Perception of Target Vehicle Positions
We assume that the UAV swarm center loosely follows a smoothed version of the vehicle
trajectory. Each swarm center position is the moving mean of 30 vehicle position samples. Further,
we assume that sensor nodes S1, S2, and S3 are equidistant from the swarm center (xc , yc ). Their
relative positions are defined as (xc + d, yc + d), (xc − d, yc − d), and (xc + d, yc − d) and d is a
constant distance measurement. A given sensor node, Si , observed VT ’s position with respect to
VT ’s true position, (xT , yT ) at time t as

xSi (t) = xT (t) + ni (t)

(5.22)

ySi (t) = yT (t) + ni (t)
where,

ni (t) ∼ N (0, σi2 ) + αdi
and,
di = |(xT (t) − xi (t))2 + (xT (t) − xi (t))2 |
Here, (xi (t), yi (t)) represent the position of Si at time t; ni (t) represents Gaussian noise
added to the true target position with a mean 0 and variance σi2 ; α represents a constant factor set
to 0.01; and, di is the distance between VT and Si . For each sensor node, S1, S2, and S3, the values
σi2 are set to 5, 10, and 15 respectively.
For each target vehicle profile, we use Equation 5.22 to generate a set of data points representing each Si ’s observations. The csatTx code at each Si accepts these data points through input
from a data file. Further, multiple data files corresponding to different message transmission rates
used for our study are created for each Si . For example, the data file has 2 samples/second and 12
samples per second for a transmission rate of 10 kbps and 50 kbps, respectively, and message size
of 500 Bytes. Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate the actual target trajectory for the CRV and PPRZ model
along with each Si ’s observed target positions for the duration of experiment. It should be noted
that the observed target positions look more scattered in PPRZ as compared to CRV due to the
difference in the scales of the two graphs. The mobility of the target vehicle in the PPRZ model is
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confined to a smaller region as compared to the CRV model.
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Figure 5.3: VT ’s true positions vs. observations at Si (CRV Model)

5.2.4

Experiment Sets
We first conducted a set of experiments to characterize the network and communication

factors that could potentially impact the CSAT mission QoS state and quantify the impact observed
on the CSAT mission accuracy. To characterize the network and communication factors, we applied
increasing amounts of mission-related traffic by varying the number of sensor nodes participating
in the mission and the message transmission rate utilized for the experiment. For Fig. 5.1, these
experiments were designed to drive up the link utilization on B1’s interfaces. As link utilization
increased and network congestion ensued, messages being transmitted were expected to experience
higher OWD or packet loss, thus, impacting the prediction accuracy at the compute node. Table 5.2
summarizes the experimental parameters utilized for this experiment, and Table 5.3 shows how the
link utilization is expected to increase for a 100 kbps link at broker B1 as a factor of varying mission
traffic load conditions. The message size remains the same throughout all conducted experiments.
Through this set of experiments, we primarily aimed to identify system and mission state metrics
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Figure 5.4: VT ’s true positions vs. observations at Si (PPRZ Model)

relevant to selecting appropriate data services at B1. Secondarily, these experiments helped identify
experimental conditions through which the broker’s capabilities could be assessed. For this set of
experiments, the broker was set to operate in mode 0 references in Table 5.1.
We then conducted a second set of experiments to improve mission QoS through data services applied at the control broker B1. The current implementation of the SNAP communication
framework at broker B1 offers three data services, referenced in Table 5.1, that can be applied by
changing the mode within the broker software. These data services can be applied in response to
Experimental Parameter

Range

Message Transmission Range
Message Size
No. of Sensor Nodes
B1 Link Capacity
B1 Link Utilization
Target Vehicle Mobility Model

10 kbps - 50 kbps
500 Bytes + 48 Bytes (Header)
1,3
100 kbps - 200 kbps
10% - 150%
CRV, PPRZ

Table 5.2: Experimental parameters to characterize network conditions impacting mission QoS
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No. of Senders

Message Transmission Rate

1
1
3
1
3
3

10
25
10
50
25
50

kbps
kbps
kbps
kbps
kbps
kbps

Link Utilization
10%
25%
30%
50%
75%
150%

Table 5.3: Impact of mission-related traffic conditions on link utilization at control broker B1

changing system and mission states. Further, multiple data services may apply to specific mission
scenarios. Table 5.4 shows potential scenarios in which each data service can be applied. Transmission rate reduction (mode 1) is applicable when the overall link utilization at B1 exceeds 100%.
When overall link utilization is < 100%, however, the link capacity assigned to a specific mission is ≥
100%, both transmission rate reduction (mode 1) or intelligent data fusion (mode 2) are applicable.
Intelligent data fusion is also effective in reducing data noise at C1, therefore, both intelligent data
fusion (mode 2) and sensor noise reduction (mode 3) are applicable for scenarios where mission QoS
is impacted by high levels of sensor noise.
In this set of experiments, we implement all three data services in response to mission
scenarios reflecting network impairment. Another experimental parameter used is the target vehicle
mobility model. There are two objectives of this set of experiments: first, to determine that the data
services implemented by B1 can mitigate network impairment and improve mission QoS; second,
to identify any additional system or mission state parameters that can aid the control-plane in
deciding which data service to apply. Through the results of this set of experiments, we also identify
additional information within the mission state that could be helpful in determining the appropriate
data service that B1 should implement.
Mission QoS State

System State

qosMet=0
qosMet=0
qosMet=0
qosMet=0
qosMet=0

Aggregate Link Utilization ≥ 100%
Utilization of Link Capacity assigned to mission ≥ 100%
Utilization of Link Capacity assigned to mission ≥ 100%
High sensor noise level
High sensor noise level

Broker Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode

1
1
2
2
3

Table 5.4: Applicability of different broker modes with respect to mission and system state
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5.3

Results and Discussion
In this section, we provide the results from experiments discussed in Section 5.2.4. Figs. 5.5

and 5.6 show the impact of increasing mission traffic load within the UAV swarm APPSYS testbed
on the OWD observed at Broker B1. B1’s link capacity is set to 100 kbps for both tests. In both
figures, we show OWD observed at C1 for sequential messages received from the sensor node. In
cases where three sensor nodes contribute to mission traffic lot, we show the OWD observed for one
of the 3 sensor nodes. However, all sensor nodes demonstrated similar OWD behavior when traffic
loads is equivalent to ≤ 90% link utilization at B1. Fig. 5.5 shows that as the mission traffic load
from three sensor nodes (S1, S2, and S3) sending mission data is increased from 10 kbps to 30 kbps,
and B1’s link utilization at the corresponding link increases from 30% to 90%, the overall OWD
observed at C1 is ≤ 2 milliseconds. However, we observed that at 90% utilization, ≈ 7% of messages
received at C1 were rejected on account of arriving outside their valid ∆T time-period.
As traffic load is further increased through 3 sensors transmitting at 150 kbps, B1’s link
utilization is increased to 150%. Here, we observe that as the mission traffic load reaches the total
link capacity, message queues start to build at the corresponding interface and the system enters a
state of congestion. This increases the queuing delays for messages arriving at C1 and contributes
to an increase in OWD for each message. Fig. 5.6 shows this observation. Using observations from
Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, we empirically determine that the QoS requirement for the CSAT mission can be
expressed as average OWD ≤ 2 milliseconds.
The first set of conducted experiments also helps us make important observations about
the characteristics of the sensing data from each model and how these characteristics respond to
variability in mission operating conditions, e.g., change in message transmission rate or observed
OWD. Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 show the results of C1’s predictions of VT ’s positions made at each time
n − 1 for time n with respect to the true position of VT at time n. The graphs used to represent
these results present the real and predicted VT values in an XY Cartesian plane. We modified the
experimental parameters, number of sensor nodes and message transmission rates, for these experiments. Additionally, we measured the average distance error observed with each set of experimental
parameters used for these experiments.
Fig. 5.7 shows comparison of C1’s predictions against true VT positions for the CRV model
which has high trajectory variability as it follows a curved path between defined waypoints. We
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Figure 5.5: OWD observed at C1 when B1’s link utilization ≤ 90%

present results for a single sensor node transmitting at 25 kbps and 50 kbps, and three sensor nodes
transmitting at 25 kbps and 50 kbps. For this experiment, the link capacity of B1’s links is set
to 100 kbps. For this model, we observe that a single sensor node is transmitting at a message
transmission rate of 25 kbps has an average distance error of 19.37 meters. When the message
transmission rate for the single sensor node is increased from 25 kbps to 50 kbps, we observe that
the increased number of sensing data samples provided to C1 improves its accuracy prediction and
average distance error reduces by 3.02 meters. Further, even at a lower message transmission rate
of 25 kbps, when the data used for predictions is provided through three sensors as opposed to a
single sensor, the availability of additional sensing data also improves the accuracy of prediction
moderately. Therefore, it can be stated that accuracy prediction improves with the amount of
sensing data provided to C1. However, with 3 sensor nodes using a message transmission of 50 kbps,
B1’s link utilization is 150%. As shown in Fig. 5.6, this results in prohibitive increase in OWD which
significantly lowers the prediction accuracy. This result is observable in Fig. 5.7 where the average
distance error observed when 3 senders are sending at 50 kbps is 37.41 meters.
We present similar results for the PPRZ model in Fig. 5.8. The PPRZ model follows linear
motion between defined waypoints and has lower trajectory variability as compared to the CRV
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Figure 5.6: OWD observed at C1 when B1’s link utilization > 100%

model. Here, we observe that a single sensor node using the message transmission rate of 25 kbps
has an average distance error of 17.45 meters, comparatively lower than a single sensor using the
same message transmission rate in Fig. 5.7. As the message transmission rate for the single sennsor
node is increased to 50 kbps, we observe that the average distance error further reduces by 1.24
meters. In contrast, changing the message transmission rate from 25 kbps to 50 kbps for a single
sender in the CRV model resulted in a higher impact on prediction accuracy. Further, increasing
the number of sensor nodes using the message transmission rate of 25 kbps has no impact on the
prediction accuracy. With three sensor nodes using the message transmission rate of 50 kbps and
B1’s link utilization increasing to 150%, the PPRZ model also demonstrates a significantly high
distance error of 23.91 meters. However, this distance error is lower than that observed in the CRV
model for the same operating conditions.
Fig. 5.9 summarizes the impact of message transmission rates, link utilization, and target’s
trajectory variability due to varying mobility models on the prediction accuracy at C1. We show
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the average distance error observed as we increase the message transmission rate from 10 kbps
to 25 kbps to 50 kbps. For these three cases, B1’s link capacity is set at 200 kbps, therefore,
observed link utilization for each case is 15%, 37.5%, and 74%. We observe that increasing the
message transmission rate, and consequently the data sampling rate at the sensor nodes, results
in improvements in accuracy across these three cases. Therefore, the CSAT mission benefits from
increased message transmission rates. However, when message transmission rates cause network
congestion as shown with the transmission rate 50kbps* in Fig. 5.9 where B1’s link capacity is set
to 100 kbps, the increased transmission rate lowers prediction accuracy.
Further, we see more significant improvement in prediction accuracy as the message transmission rate from 3 sensor nodes increases for the CRV model as compared to the PPRZ model.
The CRV model has a higher trajectory variability than the PPRZ model, therefore, increasing the
number of data points improves the prediction accuracy more significantly. Through an additional
’trajectory variability metric’ included as a part of the mission state information, the broker can
discern than the appropriate data service to reduce link utilization and improve accuracy in scenarios
where the target vehicle has higher variability is intelligent data fusion as opposed to transmission
rate reduction.

5.3.1

Transmission Rate Reduction at B1
In this experiment, transmission rate reduction is applied when B1 receives a feedback

message (PM) from C1 with the ’qosMet’ field set to 0. In response to the updated QoS state
information and system state information of > 100% link utilization, the broker directs all sensor
nodes to reduce their message transmission rate. For this performance evaluation, we reduce the
transmission rate by a factor of 2. Therefore, when the QoS flag is triggered due to the 3 sensor
nodes, S1, S2, and S3, using a 50 kbps message transmission rate and causing a link utilization of
150% on a 100 kbps B1 link, the new transmission rate to be applied is 25 kbps. Fig. 5.10 shows the
impact on OWD at C1 for each sensor node as the transmission rate reduction is applied. Before the
transmission rate is applied, we observe an increasing OWD that reaches a value of ≈ 1 second for
each sensor node. Fig. 5.10 marks the point in the experiment where the qoSFlag value is triggered.
We note that it takes a few seconds for the applied reduction to lower broker utilization. This can
be attributed to the pre-existing messages that have been queued at B1’s interface for forwarding.
When the queue clears, we observe a lowered link utilization at B1 and an equivalent decrease in
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Figure 5.7: Impact of B1’s link utilization on prediction accuracy (CRV model)
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Figure 5.8: Impact of B1’s link utilization on prediction accuracy (PPRZ model)
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Figure 5.9: Impact of message transmission rate, link utilization, and target trajectory variability
on prediction accuracy at C1

the observed OWD.
Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 show the comparative improvement in C1’s prediction accuracy after the
transmission rate reduction is applied. In both figures, part (a) of the figure shows corresponding
results from Figs. 5.7 and 5.8, respectively, where 3 sensor nodes are using the message transmission
rate of 50 kbps and B1’s link utilization is 150%. Part (b) shows the comparative improvement
in prediction accuracy after applying transmission rate reduction. We observe that applying transmission rate reduction significantly improves the prediction accuracy for both the CRV and PPRZ
models. However, in comparison to the CRV model, the average distance error for the PPRZ model
is closer to the average distance error observed in the scenario where 3 sensor nodes transmit at 50
kbps over a 200 kbps B1 link; the difference in average distance error observed for the PPRZ and the
CRV models concerning the latter scenario is 2.46 meters and 4.02 meters respectively. Therefore,
while transmission rate reduction brings improvement in both cases, it is more suitable for the PPRZ
model with lower trajectory variability than the CRV model with higher trajectory variability.

5.3.2

Intelligent Data Fusion at B1
In this experiment, intelligent data fusion is applied in response to B1 receiving a PM with

the ’qosMet’ flag set to 0. Intelligent data fusion is applicable when B1 intends to reduce the link
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Figure 5.11: Impact of transmission rate reduction on prediction accuracy at C1 (CRV model)
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Figure 5.12: Impact of transmission rate reduction on prediction accuracy at C1 (PPRZ model)
utilization of a specific mission, however, it is not applicable when overall link utilization at B1 is
> 100%. In addition to reducing the mission traffic load, intelligent data fusion also improves the
quality of data being transmitted to C1. Here, we apply intelligent data fusion in response to high
link utilization observed by 3 sensor nodes using a message transmission rate of 50 kbps when B1’s
link allocation for the CSAT mission is 100 kbps. With intelligent data fusion, B1 aims to limit the
number of CSAT mission messages being transmitted out of its inter-cluster link while preserving the
data quality. The reduction factor is similar to transmission rate reduction and reduces the number
of messages to an equivalent of a factor of 2 reduction in transmission rate. Therefore, an aggregate
of 33 messages received per second from all sensor nodes at 50 kbps is reduced to 15 messages being
transmitted per second from B1’s outbound interface. An aggregate of 15 messages/second from
all sensor nodes is equivalent to a 25 kbps message transmission rate. B1 determines the optimal
number of messages per sensor per second using an exhaustive search and knowledge of sensor noise
error associated with each sensor node. For our experiment, 33 messages/second were reduced to 11
messages from S1 and 2 messages each from S2 and S3. For reference, sensor error levels for S1, S2,
and S3 were set to 5, 10, and 15 meters.
Fig. 5.13 shows the impact on OWD at C1 for each sensor node as the intelligent data fusion
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is applied. The observed trend for OWD is similar to Fig. 5.10 and not discussed again. Figs. 5.14
and 5.15 show the comparative improvement in C1’s prediction accuracy after the intelligent data
fusion is applied. In both figures, part (a) of the figure shows corresponding results from Figs. 5.7
and 5.8, respectively, where 3 sensor nodes are using the message transmission rate of 50 kbps and
B1’s link utilization is 150%. Part (b) shows the comparative improvement in prediction accuracy
after applying intelligent data fusion. We observe that applying intelligent data reduction also
significantly improves the prediction accuracy for both the CRV and PPRZ models. Compared to
applying transmission rate reduction, both models show a higher improvement in prediction accuracy
with respect to the scenario where 3 sensor nodes transmit at 50 kbps over a 200 kbps B1 link. Using
intelligent data fusion, the difference in average distance error observed for the PPRZ and the CRV
models with respect to the high-utilization scenario is 1.21 meters and 1.92 meters respectively.
However, intelligent data fusion is expected to be more computationally intensive than transmission
rate reduction. Therefore, the decision to chose this data service over transmission rate reduction
depends on mission specifications, variability in the sensing data being collected, and computational
capability of B1 during the mission.

5.3.3

Sensor Noise Reduction at B1
In this experiment, we consider a form of the implemented CSAT mission that is limited

in its scope. The CSAT mission relevant to this experiment accepts incoming sensing data from
sensor nodes and uses an arithmetic mean to estimate the current position of VT . The incoming
sensing data includes sensor noise. This form of the CSAT mission represents data-sensitive and
QoS-intensive missions dependent on sensing data quality; however, without local resources to apply
computations like Kalman filtering to improve data quality. We assume that a suitable metric exists
within this limited form of CSAT to set the ’qosMet’ flag to 0 when high levels of inaccuracy are
observed in C1’s data analysis.
In this scenario, B1 utilizes sensor noise reduction to reduce the sensor noise in the sensing
data that is forwarded through it. This data service is implemented through Kalman filtering’s
estimation process at B1. Fig. 5.16 demonstrates the impact of sensor noise reduction applied at
B1 on the estimation accuracy observed at C1. We define estimation accuracy as the accuracy
with which C1 can estimate the current position of VT from a simple arithmetic mean. Estimation
accuracy is measured through distance error, just like prediction accuracy. In Fig. 5.16, we compare
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Figure 5.13: Impact of intelligent data fusion on observed OWD at C1

the estimation accuracy achieved at C1 for two cases - one when sensor noise reduction is applied
prior to the arithmetic mean and another when the arithmetic mean is computed from noisy sensor
data. We show that the average distance error observed when sensor noise reduction is applied is
significantly lower as compared to when noisy sensing data is used.

5.4

Summary
The performance evaluation study presented in this work evaluates the ability of the APP-

SYS architecture and the SNAP framework to support data-intensive and QoS-sensitive missions,
especially during network and system conditions that cause severe performance degradation using
traditional communication methods. We implement an exemplar UAV swarm APPSYS with two
clusters using a hardware testbed comprising heterogeneous commodity devices. Communication
in the experimental system used the SNAP communication framework. The exemplar scenario we
consider is the UAV swarm APPSYS supporting a CSAT mission. A form of the general CSAT
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Figure 5.14: Impact of intelligent data fusion on prediction accuracy at C1 (CRV model)
application is developed to aid this study. The developed CSAT application integrates with the
APPSYS architecture and SNAP communication framework. Its objective is to continuously track
a target vehicle through sensing data provided by CSAT sensor nodes and prediction of the target’s
future positions provided by the CSAT compute node.
The success of the CSAT mission is defined by its prediction accuracy; one set of conducted
experiments establishes that OWD observed at the CSAT compute node impacts the prediction
accuracy. Therefore, the CSAT mission utilizes an empirically determined upper bound of OWD
≤ 2 milliseconds as its QoS metric. We experimentally trigger high utilization of system resources
and show that control plane decision-making and data services offered at the control brokers effectively mitigate network impairment and support the mission’s QoS requirements. Experiments also
illustrate how the control plane decision-making at control brokers can be strengthened through
additional mission and state information. For the CSAT mission, we identify target trajectory
variability are a factor using which the control broker can offer mission-appropriate data services.
We also utilize a limited form of the CSAT mission to illustrate the value offered by abstracting
computationally-intensive tasks such as noise reducting for sensing data as data services within the
control plane.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions & Future Work
The overarching objective of this work was to introduce, implement, and evaluate the APPSYS architecture and SNAP framework as a solution that provides robust and flexible methods for
network communication and data dissemination to support the QoS requirements of a data-intensive
and QoS-sensitive mission relevant to an emergent class of mobile, wireless, and resource-constrained
CPSs, e.g., UAV swarms and VANETs. In the present work, we first studied these example CPSs
to develop the initial architecture and system model of a general APPSYS. Our prior performance
evaluation studies conducted using UAV swarms and VANETs further inform the APPSYS architecture. These studies demonstrate the performance benefits of using ICN-based communication over
UDP-based unicast, requirement for strategic broker placement close to senders, and the utility of
multiple brokers for resource sharing. Guided by prior work, the present APPSYS architecture is
designed as a decentralized system comprising multiple hierarchical clusters connected via a mesh
overlay. The high-level template for APPSYS and APPSYS mission design introduced in this work
can be used to guide the development of future APPSYSs. Further, the potential adoption of these
designs accross a diverse class of emergent CPSs promotes interoperability, offers opportunities to
create standardized solutions, and extends the utility of CPSs to society.
The SNAP communication framework supplements the APPSYS architecture. The two
primary enabling technologies in the SNAP framework are name-based message dissemination conducted using ICN’s publish-subscribe communication paradigm, and the extension of brokers used
for publish-subscribe communication to create a distributed software-defined control plane. The
brokers include abstractions through which they interact with the mission and the underlying sys97

tem to acquire relevant mission and system state information. This knowledge enables control-plane
decision-making in the form of data services that brokers can apply in response to change in the
mission QoS state. While all brokers participate in the distributed control plane, the control brokers provisioned on the top-level node within a cluster’s hierarchical network is well-placed to apply
effective data services in response to changing mission state. The data services applied within the
current implementation of the SNAP framework include transmission rate reduction, intelligent data
fusion, and sensor noise reduction.
The performance evaluation focuses on the ability of the control broker’s control plane extensions to support a data-intensive and QoS-sensitive mission, especially during adverse network
and system conditions caused by the data transmission requirements of the mission. We conduct
the study through a UAV swarm APPSYS supporting the CSAT mission. A hardware testbed and
implementations of the SNAP framework and CSAT mission application software in the C programming language are used to aid the study. We implement relevant components of the SNAP
communication framework, i.e., named-data forwarding and extensions that support control plane
decision-making to support communication in the testbed. The study demonstrates that in operational conditions where traditional communication methods suffer severe performance impact,
control plane decision-making and data services offered through the control brokers in the UAV
swarm APPSYS successfully utilizes available system and mission state information to monitor and
mitigate network impairment and support the CSAT mission’s QoS requirements. In addition, the
control plane can elevate its decision-making and selection of appropriate data services through
additional mission and system state metrics. The study also demonstrates the value offered by abstracting computationally-intensive functions as data services offered by the control broker’s control
plane.
The APPSYS is intended as a vast, modular, and flexible system abstraction that can
support a diverse range of CPSs and missions. We expect that elements of the SNAP communication
framework like the control fields in message headers and offered data services will strengthen and
become more comprehensive as the APPSYS concept is applied to more CPSs. Therefore, a natural
progression of the present work is to apply the APPSYS concept to other CPSs. For example, a
VANET APPSYS may be more dynamic and operate in a less controlled environment as compared
to a UAV swarm APPSYS; therefore, the state information and data services offered through the
SNAP framework would have to be extended to support the needs of a VANET APPSYS. Further,
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an APPSYS design suitable for VANETs and UAV swarms can be leveraged to implement the
interoperability features theoretically discussed in this work.
Offering an extended set of ’services’ through the distributed control plane also offers possibilities for future work. In the present work, we abstract the computation required for sensor
noise reduction to the control brokers. Resource-constrained CPSs are currently limited in using
highly advantageous computationally-intensive methods that could truly augment their capabilities.
Through computation abstracted to the control plane, compute-intensive functions, e.g., machine
learning, could be leveraged by missions. This data service could allow the control broker to serve
a function similar to a MEC node within the APPSYS. Similarly, the ability of the control brokers
within a cluster to inspect and monitor all ingress and egress network traffic relevant to the cluster
can be applied towards a security-focused data service. Finally, the current SNAP communication
framework can also be applied to conduct a measurement-based evaluation of the efficacy of ICN
in mobile and resource-constrained systems. Minimal work currently studies practical aspects of
applying ICN to these systems. Through the extension of the current ICN components within the
SNAP framework, an ICN-focused performance-evaluation study can be conducted to improve the
ICN community’s understanding of issues and challenges concerning the systems of interest in this
work.
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Appendix A

Hardware Testbed
This section describes additional details of the hardware testbed used for the performance
evaluation in Chapter 5. The hardware testbed is shown in Fig. A.1, and the network setup is
Fig. A.2. The established network connectivity resembles the UAV swarm APPSYS referenced in
Figs. 4.3 and 5.1. It comprises commodity hardware that represent heterogeneous UAV swarm nodes.
Raspberry Pi 2 devices are used for sensor nodes [15]. Raspberry Pi 2 devices are second-generation
Raspberry Pi models with 32-bit ARM Cortex-A7 processor and a 1 GB RAM. The control broker
under study, broker B1 in Fig. 5.1, is represented using a Beelink SEi 10 mini PC with an Intel Core
i3 processor and 16 GB RAM [2]. Similarly, the compute node handling compute-intensive CSAT
processing is represented using an Intel NUC NUC5i5RYK mini PC with an Intel Core i5 processor
and 16 GB RAM [7]. Broker B2 which only conducts forwarding within the testbed is a Raspberry
Pi 2 device. The Raspberry Pi nodes use the Raspberry Pi Operating System which is based on
Debian. The mini-PCs use Ubuntu 18.06.6 LTS.

Figure A.1: Hardware testbed implementation
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The different clusters are represented using different IP address subnets; the mesh overlay
uses a separate subnet as well. Fig. A.2 shows the IP addressing scheme for the testbed. TP-Link
network switches are used to connect different subnets. To avoid complexities arising from using
a specific wireless method and for broad applicability of the performance evaluation results, nodes
within the testbed are connected using wired connections. By default, the wired connections support

Diagram 14

very high throughput. However, rate limiting has been applied at all nodes using the Linux traffic
control (tc) utility. We implement rate limiting using the classful Hierarchy Token Bucket (HTB)

diagram
queuingNetwork
discipline. System
clocks of all nodes in the testbed are synchronized to a GPS receiver
reference clock located two hops away from the testbed.
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